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CONGRATULATIONS—john Trotter, right, retiring superintendent of the
Murray Water & Sewer System, receives congratulations from Murray City
Council water and sewer committee chairman Tom Rushing following the
adoption Thursday oi a resolution honoring Trotter. Rushing presented a
copy of the resolution to Trotter, who has been with the system 17 years,
at last night's meeting of the council. Stall Photo 1:cs, Gene mcCiodieon
School Board Approves
Bid For Re-roofing Gym
The low bid submitted by Hannin
Roofing and Sheet Metal, Inc., of
Paducah for the re-roofing of the
gymnasium at Calloway County High
School was approved by the Calloway
County Board of Education at a
meeting last night.
Hannin's bid for the project was
$22,235. Other bidders were Minter
Roofing, Benton, $29,575; Industrial
Sheet Metal and Roofing Co., Inc.,
$31,300; and Swift Roofing Co., Inc.,
Murray, $35,150.
Also at last night's meeting, the
board approved the purchase of 75
additional bus tires under the state
contract price. The purchase of 62 bus
tires had been previously approved by
the board.
The board elected six additional
teachers for the corning school year.
inside today
Delura Hill was added to the staff at
North Elementary; Betty Hassell was
added to the staff at Southwest
Elementary;' Jean Watkins was added
to the staff at Calloway High; and
Rebecca Ann Taylor, Sue Hess and
Sherry Diane Smith were added to the
staff of East Elementary.
In other personnel items, the board
granted a six-month leave of absence to
Mrs. Lucille Ross, school nurse. Also,
the board accepted resignations from
two bus drivers, Cullie Turpin and
Shirley Parrish, and hired three new
bus drivers, Opal Galloway, Sandra
Tidwell and Joyce Underhill.
The board discussed, but took no
action, on policies dealing with
unexcused absences at Calloway High,
dress codes, parking permits for cars at
CCHS and school lunch parties.
The Murray Pony League and Kentucky League All-
Stars won tournament titles Thursday night while the
Little League AU-Stars advanced to the semifinals of their
tournament. Also, out-of-town golfers dominate the Oaks
Junior Invitational, Mel Purcell scores a big upset win
and the Murray American Legion baseball team is
finished for the season. Sports editor Mike Brandon has all




from the west tonight. Slow
clearing on Saturday. Highs
today in the mid and upper 80s.
Lows tonight in the mid and
upper 60s. Highs Saturday in the
low and mid 80s. Precipitation
chances are 80 per cent today and
30 per cent tonight.
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NATIONAL JAMBOREE—William F. Smith, Ill, son of Dr. and Mrs. William
F. Smith, Jr., will leave Sunday. July 31, for the 1977 National Scout Jamboree
at Moraine State Park in western Pennsylvania (near Butler, Pa.). The official
jamboree program will be conducted during the period August 3-9;
however, in view of the transportation requirements ot moving some
40,000 participants into and out of the park, participants will spend an ad-
ditional two or three days on the jamboree site preparing their csarnp and
participating in a camping program. Cmith is a member of Scoutmaster 0.
B. Boone's Troop 77 of Murray.
, Staff Photo by mike *sada.
John Trotter Retiring From Water System
A resolution honoring retiring
superintendent of the Murray Water &
Sewer System John Trotter for his
many years of service to the city was
adopted by the Murray Common
Council at its regular. meeting
Thursday night.
Trotter, who has been with the local
system for 17 years, will be officially
retiring on July 31. He began work with
the system in October of 1961.
The resolution honoring Trotter
expressed thanks on the part of the city
for the "quiet, unassuming and
businesslike manner" in which Trotter
has operated the water system.
In a response to the resolution,
Trotter told the council that progress
made by the system during his tenure
should be credited to the dedication of
the employes of the system.
Also at last night's meeting, Mayor
John Scott read a letter from Murray
State University president Constantine
Curris in which Curris expressed his
opinion that the university board of
regents would concur with the'council's
recently adopted agreement
concerning streets and developments in
and around the university campus.
The council voted 7-4 in a special
session on Monday, June 27, in favor of
an agreement between the city and the
university concerning street and traffic
pattern changes in the MSU area. The
agreement, proposed by Dr. C. C.
Lowry, read as follows:
A. That Murray State University
agrees to permanently delete from the
master plan consideration of the
following:
1. The closing of 15th Street from
Olive to Main;
2. Elimination of the median on any
part of Olive Boulevard;
3. Designation and design of the 15h
Street and Olive intersection as the
main entrance to the Murray State
campus;
B. That the Citytigravay agrees to:
1. Not seek court redress and-or an
injunction preventing the clsoing of 15th
from Olive to Cherriiit
2. Enact an ordinance prohibiting on-
street parking on 13th and 14th Streets
from Olive to Payne;
3. Eliminate any plans or
consideration for the extension of 13th
and 14th Streets from Payne to
Chestnut; -
4. Elimination of on-street parking
24-hours per day on Olive Blvd. from
13th to 14th Street.
Dr. Curris' letter to the council
indicated that he had discussed the
proposed agreement with several
members of the MSU board of regents
and that it seeMed favorable to them.
In a related action, the council
approved the drawing of an Ordinance
Sirens Wail As Oil
Reaches Pipeline End
VALDEZ, Alaska I AP) — Sirens
wailed, firecrackers snapped, horns
honked, cheers erupted in bars. All
celebrated the first gush of Alaska's
black bounty of crude oil from the end
of the trans-Alaska pipeline.
A journey of 381,2 days — and a
struggle of nine years — ended with
arrival of oil from above the Arctic
Circle at the line's southern terminus
here. The North Slope crude officially
ended its pipe journey at 11:02 p.m.
Alaskan time (4:02 a.m. EDT).
Like the proud father of a newborn
child, Alyeska Pipeline Service Co.
President William Darch, contacted at
his Anchorage home, bragged about the
800-mile, $7.7 billion pipeline. And he
applauded Alaskans who saw the
controversial project through to its first
delivery.
"It even took dynamite and shrugged
it off!" enthused Darch, referring to a
sabotage attempt detected earlier this
week.
Oil flowed immediately into storage
tanks at the $1 billion oil handling
facility. An Atlantic Richfield
supertanker, the 120,000-ton ARCO
Juneau, will take oil to the west coast
after several days.
. The journey of 38 days, 12 hours and
56 minutes ended a trouble-plagued
—in—aiden run of oil through the line.
Problems included an explosion that
killed one man and destroyed a pump
station, reducing the 48-inch line's
- capacity by one-third.
It also ended a turbulent period of
'energy history in which the forces of
development clashed with
conservationists in a struggle over the
rich Prudhoe Bay oil fields — the
nation's largest pool of oil, discovered
in 1968.
The crude will be the first shipments
from what is estimated to be a nine
billion barrel field at Prudhoe Bay
along the Arctic Ocean. In the
pipeline's present configuration,
Alyeska hopes to deliver 800,000 barrels
a day to Valdez.
The pipeline startup ordeal, which
began June 20 at Prudhoe Bay, was as
frustrating for Alyeska as was
construction of the line.
Wylder Takes Over As
English Department Head
Dr. Delbert E. Wylder, formerly a
departmental chairman at Southwest
(Minn.) State University, has assumed
his new responsibilities as chairman of
the Department of English at Murray
State University.
He succeeds Dr. Guy A:Battle, who
has retired. Battle had served as a
member of the faculty since 1956.
Wylder has also taught at Bradley
University, the University of Nee
Mexico, Utah State University.
Colorado State University, Bemidji
(Minn.) State University, and the
University of Iowa, where he earned
the B. A., M. F. A. and Ph. D. degrees.
A specialist in American literature.






He is a co-author of
a freshman text en-
titled "Toward Bet-
ter Writing."
Wylder He also wrote
"Herningway's Heroes" and "Emerson
Hough," as well as published articles
on William Eastlake, Ernest
Library Asks For
Address Changes
The Calloway County Public Library
is endeavoring to get their patron file in
order, according to a library
spokesman.
Many patrons have moved out of
town or have changed addresses since
filing an application for a library card.
Persons who have changed their
addresses are asked to notify the
library on their next visit to the local
facility or call 753-2288, the library
spokesman added. .
Hemingway, Frederick Manfred, and
Edward Abbey.
Wylder, an Illinois native, has served
as president of the Western Literature
Association and the Minnesota-Dakotas
chapter of the American Studies
Association.
A veteran of the U. S. Army Air Cor-
ps, Wylder served with .the 350th
Fighter Group in Italy during World
War II.
His wife, the former Edith Perry
Stamm, earned the doctorate in
English at the University of New
Mexico and has published a book and,
several articles on Emily Dickinson.
She is currently working on another
book about the American woman poet.
prohibiting on-street parking on Olive
Blvd. from 15th Street to 13th Street and
on 13th and 14th streets between Olive
and Payne.
The council also approved a proposal
to change the name of 2nd Street to L.
P. Miller-2nd Street in honor of the long
time local educator of that name. Miller
served many years as principal of
Douglass High School and as assistant
principal at Murray High School before
retiring.
The street name• change had been
requested by several residents of the
Douglass Community.
City planner Stephen Zea was
authorized to spend the necessary funds
to notify property owners on and
adjacent to 12th Street of proposed
zoning changes along the street.
Notification by registered or certified
mail is required by Kentucky Revised
at.
Statutes.
Gas system superintendent Tommy
Marshall reported that a model plan for
municipally owned natural gas systems
is being developed in cooperation with
the state Department of Energy.
Marshall said that the plan will be
designed to assist cities if a gas
shortage such as the one experienced
here and in other areas last winter
reoccurs.
Charles Richardson, owner of Games
People Play on W. Main Street,
appeared before the council to request
a change in city ordinances that would
allow his business to remain open past
midnight.
Richardson told the council that he
feels his business is being
discriminated against simply because
it contains billiard tables. No action
was taken on the request.
Upward Bound, Special
Services Programs Funded
Both Project Upward Bound and the
Special -Services Program at Murray
State University have been refunded
for 1977-78 by the U.S. Office of
Education.
Upward Bound, a program of
academic, cultural, and social
enrichment for high school students in
the Jackson Purchase who qualify
economically, has been awarded
$124,000 for the year.
Special Services, which offers a
variety of campus services to students
to assist them in the successful
completion of their chosen programs of
university study, has been refunded for
$47,000.
Both programs at Murray State were
approved for 36 months, with budgets
negotiated each year. They operate
under the auspices of the vice-president
for student development on the
campus.
Jerry Stanley, a 1774 graduate of
Murray State who is currently
completing the Master of Business
Administration degree, is the acting
director of both Upward Bound and
Special Services. He had formerly
served as a tutor-counselor and
assistant director in Project Upward
Bound.
Other members of the staff include:
---Kizzie Cantrell, counseling coordinator
—for the past two years for Upward
Bound and Special Services; Cynthia
Lanier, outreach coordinator for
Upward Bound; Emily Helms, office
manager for the two programs; and
Valerie Crabtree, clerk-typist for the
programs.
Project Upward Bound's summer
staff includes both teachers and tutor-
counselors. Teachers develop and
implement academic areas in both core
and elective courses during the eight-
week summer term on the campus. The
tutor-counselors live in the residence
halls and assist students in academic,
personal, and overall adjustment
during the summer.
Teachers this summer are: Vickie
Kloke, Judy Koch, Delura Hill, Mauro
Yoo, and Charles Courtney, all of
Murray; James Burnett, Mayfield;
John Krupansky, Troy, N.Y.; and Jane
Monroe, Gilbertsville.
Tutor-counselors are: Mahlon
Thomas, Bardwell; Helen Simms,
Earlington; Dennis Gibson, Hickman;
Earl Lanier, Jackson, Tenn.; Billy
Wesson, Memphis, Term.; Rebecca
Rather, Paducah; .Pam Harper,
Louisville; and Jan Rogers, Auburn.
'Fiery Object' Thought
To Be Military Flares
The search for an aircraft that was
thought to have crashed near Murray
Wednesday night was discontinued
Thursday afternoon after evidence was
produced by the Murray Police
Department indicating that fiery
objects observed in the sky Wednesday
night was not amairplane on fire.
A MPD spokesman said today that
the department has produced evidence
"which indicates that the fiery objects
. . were actually military signal flares,
which were discharged by a person or
persons unknown.
The only aircraft that had been
reported missing by the Federal
Aviation Authority (FAip was a light
plane that was flying from Macon to
Valdosta, Ga., with five persons
aboard.
The slim chance that the Georgia
plane had veered this far off course and
crashed near Murray was eliminated
when the FAA reported that the
aircraft was later found to have
crashed near Cordell, Ga., killing all
five occupants.
Police department spokesmen said
today that the cannister from which the
military flares were fired has been
located and that an investigation into
the incident is contintting.
The police department spokesman
said that several agencies and
individuals had given valuable
assistance during the investigation and
search and specifically thanked the
Calloway County Sheriff's office, the
Kentucky State Police, 326th Medical
Evacuation Battalion at Ft. Campbell.
Calloway County Fire-Rescue.
Bluegrass State CB Club, private pilot
Howard Brandon and "many citizens
who gave information to the
department."
An extensive search of an area in the
southwest portion of Calloway County
was conducted for several hours
Thursday during the time it was
thought that the sightings5 could
actually have been an aircraft.
Joining in the search were members
of the previously mentioned groups




CARDBOARD LAREtNTRY—Cardboard carpentry is one of
the many projects enjoyed by local boys at the Cub Scout Day
Camp at the Murray-Calloway County Park this week The
camp, sponsored by the Four Rivers Council, Boy Scouts of
America, will close tonight with a campfire. Here, Robert
Hausman of the MSU Special Education Department, is in-
structing some of. ,the campers in cardboard carpentry, a
method of construction utilizing various thicknesses of card-
board. The camp is under the direction of Nell Lyons.
Staff Photos by frank Gonzales
,
• 1 1:40rTlaiiis, ,




Kenlake State Park ac-
tivities will include kiddie
walk for ages three to seven to
start at hotel front at eleven a.
ni., relay a-go-go at hotel front
at 1:30 p. m., craft sticks at
recreation room at 2:30 p. m.,
backpacking lessons at
campground amphitheater at
3:30 p. n, tennis lessons sat
hotel tennis courts at 4:30 p.
in., slides on Kenlake animals
at hotel meeting room at
seven p. m., and Lakeside
Singers at hotel meeting rpm
at 8:30 p. m.
Land Between the Lakes
activities will include one hour
insects' walk at 2:30p. m., and
night insects' walk at 8:30 p.
m., both to start at Center
Station, and natural dyes
workshop at Empire Farm
from nine a. m. to two p. m.
Hardin Senior Citizens will
have a work day from 9:30 a.
in. to three p. m. and fun night
at six p. m. at the Hardin
:.Center.
Saturday, July 30
Friendship Night will be
held by. Murray Star Chapter
7 No. 433 Order of the Eastern
::,Star at 7:30 p.m. at the new
-, lodge hall. A potluck supper
will be served and en-
tertainment will be held for
members and their families.
Community Day activities
will start at nine - a.m. at
Farmington. In, event of rain
the events will be postponed
until August 13.
- Tractor Pull will be spon-
sored by the Calloway County
High School Chapter of the
, Future Farmers of America
at the Jaycee Fairgrounds at
• seven p.m.
Murray Invitation Golf
Tournament Dance will be
held from eight p. m. to
midnight for members and
tournament entrants at the
Murray Country Club. In
charge of arrangements are
Messrs and Mesdames Jerry
Grogan, Dub Polly, Clyde
Adkins, Buddy Hewitt, Vernon
Cohoon, Mike Baker__ Red
Howe, Jr., and Richard
Knight.
Adult Dance will be at
Jaycee Building at
. Fairgrounds with music by
Craig Brothers Country Rock
band. Cokes and ice will be
furnished. Cost will be six
. dollars, per couple.
YOUR
Per Pose In Living
Color
For Each Original Print
Minimum 10 For $4.90




118 S. 12th 733-003S
Free Perking Is Rear
Saturday, July 30
Kenlake State Park ac-
tivities will include bird walk
at lodge front at seven p. m.,
surprise activity at lodge front
at 10:30 a. m., burlap flowers
at recreation room at 1:30 p.
m., critter hunt at 2:30 p. m.
and critter race at 3:30 p. m.
at campground bath heuse,
junior ranger program at
campground bath house at
4:30 p. m., bingo at cam-
pground amphitheater at
seven p. m., and square dance
at campground bath houSe at
8:30 p. m.
Activities at Land Between
the Lakes ayill include early
morning birdlife walk to start
at Center Station at 7:30 a. m,
program on fresh water
ecology at two p. m. and slide
program on wildflowers at
2:30 p. m., both at Center
Station.
Sunday, July 31
Visit the Homeplace in Land
Between the Lakes will start
at entrance road at 2:30 p. m.
Senior recitals by James
Curtis Patton, trumpet, of
Muldraugh, will be at two p.
m., and by Pamela Kaye
Hayes, percussion, of Central
City will be at 3:30 p. m., both
at the Farrell Recital Hall of
the Price Doyle Fine Arts
Building, Murray State
University. . .
, Brooks Chapel United
Methodist Church will have a
pre-revival supper and
program at seven p.m. at the
church.
a
Kenlake State Park ac-
tivities will include inter faith
worship service by LBL
Ministry at campground
amphitheater at 8:30 a.m.,
salty dog rag lesson at hotel
meeting room at 3:30 p.m.,
and movie, "Legend of Lobo,"
at hotel meeting room at eight
p.m.
Monday, August 1
Kathleen Jones Group of
First Baptist Church Women
will meet at the home of Mrs.
Harry Erwin at 7:15 p.m.
Recovery, Inc., for all
persons with home, emotional,
nervous, mental, etc.,
problems will meet at First
Presbyterian Church, 16th and
Main Streets, Murray, at 7:30
p.m. This is a special therapy
meeting.
Kenlake State Park ...ac-
tivities will include tennis
lessons for beginners at hotel
tennis courts at 9:30 a.m.,
volleyball at hotel courts at
10:30 a.m., Apples, Peaches,
Pears, and Plums at
...reetaitieLr0941-4,1;31.1)-wi..-
waterballoon toss at hotel
front lawn at 2:30 p.m., seed
pictures at hotel recreation
room at 3:30 p.m., in-
terpretive nature walk at
campground bath house at
4:30 p.m., slide park program
at hotel meeting , room at
seven p.m., and square dance
lessons and dance at cam-
pground bath house at 8:30
p.m.
Calloway County retired
teachers will meet at 2p. m. at
Ellis Center. Dr. Glenn ilcox
will give the program.
Executive Board of the
Murray Woman's Club will




Richard Brorringrnr?er. 1).4 ..
The most complete book on nutrition to be pub-
lished in several years. It is a MUST book on
everyone's reading fist.
This book offers the safest and most professional








P. O. Box 628 •
Murray, Kentucky 42071
To Be harried
Miss Nancy Jane Williams
and Richard Ross Dunn
Mr. and Mrs. Stan Williams of Benton announce the ap-
proaching marriage of their daughter, Nancy Jane, to Richard
Ross Dunn, son of Mr. and Mrs. Luther L. Dunn, Jr., of Linden,
New Jersey.
Miss Williams was graduated from Murray State University
and is now employed by Murray State University. Mr. Dunn
was graduated from the University of Washington, Seattle,
Wash., and is participating in the Master of Business Ad-
ministration program at Murray State University.
The,marriagelwill take place on Saturday, August 13, at two
p. m. at the First Baptist Church, Tenth and Main Streets, Ben-
ton. A reception will follow in the Activities Building of the
church.
All friends and relatives are invited to attend the wedding
and the reception.
DOWDY BOY
Mr. and Mrs. Max Dowdy of
Murray Route One announce
the birth of a baby boy,
Gregory Clint, weighing eight
pounds one ounce, measuring
20 inches, born on Thursday,
July 21, at 10:13 a.m. at the
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
The father is employed at
Tommy'E Equipment •Com-
pany, Mayfield. They have
three other children, Gene
age 13, Jeff, age nine, and
James, age seven.
Grandparents are Mrs.
-Elizabeth Dowdy, 104 North
Ninth Street, Murray, and Mr.
and Mrs. William Stewart,
Murray Route Six. A great
grandfather is Wallace Dowdy
of Murray.-
TABERS BOY
Mr. and Mrs. Joshua
Tabers, Jr., Murray Route
One, are the parents of a baby
-• bey-, --Craig- weighing
eight pounds five ounces,
measuring 20t4 inches, born
on Saturday, July 9, at 11:48 a.
m. at the Murray-Calloway
County Hospital.
They have one daughter,
Melissa, age 642, and another,
boy, Joshua Herbert III, age
four. The father is self em-
ployed as a carpenter.
Grandparents are Mr. and
Mrs. Joshua Tabers •and
William Bazzell, all of Far-
mington Route One, and Mrs.
Bernice Bazzell of Murray
Route One. Great grand-
parents-are Mrs. Lillie Bazzell
of Farmington Route One and




Jeanette Belle Gilliam has
been named to the Dean's List
of Superior Students in the
College of Home Economics at
the University of Kentucky,
Lexington. She is the daughter
of Mrs. Willie B. Farless of
Murray.
The college dean, Marjorie
S. Stewart, said Miss Gilliam
achieved a grade of 3.63 out of
a possible 4.00 for the spring
semester. She will be a junior
this fall at the University and




Not His Dogs -
By Abigail Van Buren
1977 by Tb9 Cbica90 Tri bune-N.Y. News Synd. Inc.
DEAR ABBY: I am very much in love with a bachelor
who lives alone in my building. I'm a divorcee also living
alone. It all started with a "good morning" when we were
both walking our dogs. (He has two.)
Pretty soon he asked me to walk his dogs while walking
my own. Then he started coming in after work every
evening for a drink. I invited him to dinner several times
and we'd watch TV, play backgammon and neck a little. He
seems to like me but tot neVerinvited-ma out-MeanwhilF1
fell for him—but hard!
Two months ago he said he was going away for the
weekend, and I was sure he was going to ask me to go
along, but instead he asked me to keep his dogs!
When he came back for the doge he spent the night with
me. After that I couldn't get him off my mind.
Now he goes away every weekend and leaves his dogs
with me, and when he comes back, he stays all night. He's
driving me crazy. I told him I was in love with him, but he's
never committed himself. How can I get him interested in
me? I feel like a 40-year-old teenager.
FORTY AND FOOLISH
DEAR FOOLISH: As I see it, your neighbor sleeps with-
you occasionally in exchange for your looking after his
dogs. It's A good _deal for. him. but a dog's life for you.
There's no way you can get him "interested" in you. Break
it off now. The longer you wait the more painful it will be.
DEAR ABBY: What is your opinion of a person who
can't pass a mirror without taking a good long look at
herself? Wouldn't you say that she was very conceited?
WONDERING
•
DEAR WONDERING: Not necessarily. She could be
exactly the opposite. Very insecure.
DEAR ABBY: A widowed friend of mine is 50, very
wealthy, very attractive apd a lovely woman. She recently
confided that she longs to marry but can't seem to attract a
man.
I ache to tell her that the strikingly snow-white hair she
takes enormous pride in WAS an asset when she was in
her 30s and was prematurely gray, but now it makes her
look like an old woman.
She hasn't asked for my advice and is oblivious to my
hints, yet she keeps suggesting that I introduce her to my
eligible friends her age. I know that these men think she is
too "old" for them because of her white hair.
She still thinks that like Samson her strength lies in
her hair. Dare I destroy her self-image for "her own
good"?
HER CONFIDANT
DEAR CONFIDANT: If she doesn't ask for your advice,
don't offer any. There just may be some men who LIKE
white hair on women.
Everyone has a problem. What's yours? For a personal
reply, write to ABBY: Box No. 69700, L.A., Calif. 90069.




Sale With Each Purchase
Sovnqsof3J /0to60O/0
Blackford House
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Quits Show To Be
"Craft In The Village," the
first alinual arts and crafts
show add sale, will be held at
Kentucky Dam Village State
Park at Gilbertsville on
Saturday and Sunday, August
27 and 28, from nine a. m. to
seven p. m.
The many craftsmen will be
observed at work and many
handcrafted unique and dif-
ferent items will be on sale,
according to a spokesman for
the Village Craftsman Guild,
sponsor of the event.
For an application or in-
formation persons are asked
to send a self addressed
stamped envelope to Gateway
Handicrafts, Route Nine,
Highway 641 North, Benton,
At Village Park —
Ky., 42025, or call 527-391l








Carlos Pierce of Kirksey has
been a patient at Lourdes
Hospital, Paducah.
HOSPITAL PATIENT
Benjamin Davis of ICirksey
Route One has been dismissed
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"The Year's Best Movie
'Star Wars' has brought tun back to the movies and
glowingly demonstrated they still con make 'em
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Miss Debbie Suiter Wed To
Mr. Gall her At Church
The wedding of Miss Debbie
K. Suiter, daughter of Mrs.
Melba Suiter and the late
Elroy Suiter, 1506 Sycamore
Street, Murray, to John P.
Gallagher, son of Mr. and
Mrs. George S. Gallagher,
1814 Sherry • Lane, Murray,
was solemnized on June
seventeenth at the University
Church of Christ.
Officiating at the double
ring ceremony was Bro.
Kenneth Hoover, minister of
the church. Special music for
•the ceremony were recordings
of the Harding College Chorus.
The church was decorated
with two spiral candelabra
with the center arch flanked
on each side by pedestals with
large arrangements of pink
carnations, white daisies, pink
__18d1011..._124bt"s  .bth._blue
daisies, and assorted
greenery. The arch was
decorated with the same
flowers as the arrangements
and had greenery and baby's
breath entwined down both
sides of the arch.
The pews were marked with
greenery, baby's breath, pink
ribbon, and single candles.
The candles were lighted by
John Kelso and Mark Mc-
(lard, nephews of the bride.
Bride's Dress
The bride, given in
marriage by her uncle, Clyde
Holifield, was lovely in her
formal gown of white dotted
swiss. The fitted bodice had a
sculptured" neckline wiel
Venise lace dipping to a point
at the center waist. The
beautiful Victorian sleeves
were edged in Venise trim. A
double ruffled flounce en-
circled the bouffant hemline
and created a chapel length
train. Completing the bridal
ensemble was a waltz length
mantilla of silk illusion edged
in matching Venise lace:
She carried a nosegay of
mixed summer flowers in-
cluding pink roses, white
daisies, baby's breath, and
assorted greenery with long
pink streamers tied in love
knots.
Her jewelry was a locket
which was presented to her
from the groom that had
belonged to his mother. She




something blue." Ai she
approached the altar she
presented her mother with a
pink long stemmed rose, and
upon leaving the altar after
the ceremony, she presented
the groom's mother with a
— longs-stemmed- pink rose. -
Miss Sharon Steele was the
maid of honor and Miss Lisa
Suiter, sister of the bride, was
the bridesmaid. They wore
pink dotted swiss dresses with
puffed sleeves, scooped
necklines, with double ruffles
at the bottom of the dresses.
Pink ribbons were at the
empire waists. Their hats
were pink covered in dotted
swiss with ribbons around the
brims of the dotted swiss and
Mr. and Mrs. John P. Gallagher
held in back by three pink silk
roses and greenery.
They each carried a white
wicker basket filled with pink
silk roses, white daisies,
baby's breath, and assorted
greenery. Two large pink
ribbons were tied at each side
of the handle.
Miss Gwen Hoover was the
flower girl. She wore a light
blue long dress with a ruffled
flounce, scoop neck, and
puffed sleeves. Blue ribbon
was tied at the empire
waistline. She carried a white
wicker basket filled with rose
petals which she dropped as
she walked down the aisle.
Pink ribbons were tied on both
sides of the basket.
Best man for Mr. Gallagher
was Robert Underwood.
Groomsmen and ushers were
John Hart and Brints Wom-
mack. Jason Suiter, nephew of
the hide, was the ringbearer.
The bride's mother, Mrs.
Suiter, wore a pale pink knit
suit with a striped jacket and
white accessories. The
groom's mother,.. Mrs.
Gallagher, was attired in a
blue jersey wrap dress with
long sleeves and v-neck and
white accessories. Their
corsages were of mixed
summer flowers.
Mrs. Fred Suiter, the bride's
grandmother, wore a jersey
dress of pink and blue
flowered design. Her moue
was of pink carnations.
The wedding was directed
by Sheila Suiter, sister-in-law
Free for the Asking!
BIBLE CORRESWleDENCE COURSE
Box 307, Murray; KY 42071;
THERE IS A PLACE
A WOMAN
CAN GO...
- FREE PREGNANCY TESTING
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" Granite City, Illinois
of the bride.
Reception
Following the ceremony, the
reception was held in the
annex building of the church.
The table was adorned with
a centerpiece of pink roses,
blue carnations, white daisies,
pink snapdragons, baby's
breath, and greenery in a
silver and crystal stand. The
appointments were of silver
including nut and mint ser-
vers, silver candleholders
with pink candles, and a silver
serving knife decorated with
pink and white flowers,
greenery, and pink streamers
tied in love knots.
The pink punch was served
from a crystal punch bowl and
silver ladle. The three tiered
white wedding cake was
decorated with pink and green
topped with a bride and
groom statuette under an
arch. Sugar doves and white
bells were on the second layer
of the cake.
Serving at the reception
were Janice McClard, Belinda
Suiter;_ Teresa Sinter., Wanda
Suiter, • Jeanette Suiter,
Rachel Hendon, Wilma
Wilson, and Delores Lawson.
Presiding at the register
was Lucretia C. Thompson.
After the reception the
couple left for a short wedding
trip to Lake Barkley Lodge.
Both the bride and groom are
1976 graduates of Murray
High School. They are now
residing at Murray Manor
Apartments.
Rehearsal Dinner
The groom's parents, Mr.
and Mrs. George S. Gallaher,
entertained with a dinner the
night of the rehearsal at the
Colonial House Smorgasbord.
Covers were laid for twenty
persons.
The bridal couple presented




 Frances Drake _ 
FOR SATURDAY, JULY 30, lt77
What kind of day will
tomorrow be' To find out what
the stars say, read the forecast
given for your bu-th Sign
ARIES
r Mar. 21 to Apr. 201
Don't enter activities in which
you are not particularly in-
terested just because someone
else wants to. Neither be too
aggressive nor too timid.
There's always that "middle
road."
-TAURUS
( Apr. 21 to May 21) 6€7,
Excellent Venus influences.
Fervor and ardent ambition





May M to June 21)
You may veer off on the
wrong foot and act too hastily if
not careful. Conduct affairs
with the Geminian's inborn
foresight. Execute all tasks
without qualms.
CANCER- ---
f June 22 to July 231 CP
Principles and practices may
be too far apart. Bring them
closer together if you would
have a. durable framework in
which to work.
LEO
(July 24 to Aug. 23) .124-vt,1
A problem now may be in
handling activities smoothly,
without ruffling tempers or




Aug. 24 to Sept. 23t•
Do not "put your foot into it,"
or speak out of turn unless you
are willing to take the con-
sequences. Emotionalism out!
Some fences to mend? Begin!
LIBRA
Sept. 24 to Oct. 23) rz
Here's a time for some
retrenching, digging in to
reappraise situations. Be ready,
nevertheless, to move ahead
when conditions so demand.
SCORPIO
(Oct. 24 to Nov. 22) nt,f4r.
Don't reject suggestions
.without giving them thorough
consideration. You might
overlook an idea which COULD
be developed profitably.
SAGITTARIUS
I Nov. 23 to Dec. 211 ect-10.
Good Jupiter influences favor
unusual innovations and 'clever
strategies. A fine period in
which to put over unusual ideas.
CAPRICORN
Dec. 22 to Jan. 20)
You are always ambitious.
and this day will open up neu





_ honoring Miss Patsy Mathis.
August` sixth bride-elect of
Terry Bethel, was the
household shower held on
Friday, July 22, at seven p. in
in the home of Miss Catt*
Geurin.
The charming hostesses foi
the occasion were Misa
Geurin, Miss Pam Tucker.
and Miss Betty Fairris.
Miss Mathis was presented
with a yellow and white
corsage. She opened her many
gifts for the guests to view
Refreshments were served
at the table overlaid with a
yellow cloth and centered with
a lovely floral arrangement
Mrs. Virgil Harris assisted
her daughter, Miss Geurin












Each Evening at 7:45




know-how. Results may not be
immediate, however, so be
patient.
AQl'ARIL'S
(Jan. 21 to Feb. 19) 
,
Allow for some delays in
carrying out your program, but
don't create them needlessly
yourself. Crisp, consistent
action needed to ti) the com-
petition.
PISCES XFeb. 20 to Mar. 201
P4OF scheduling • could
distract, send you completely
off the track in some cases.
Harness efforts for a concerted
drive toward your goals.
YOU BORN TODAY are
almost destined to reach top-
level attainment and can
become a leader in almost any
y.ou clioase,-•Ike.lge work.
The teoite is 'endowed with
great personal magnetism, a
brilliant wit, and is delightful,
buoyant company when he is at
Pus best. On the minus side,
however, he is inclined to be too
-6-pinionated, obitinace ilir
domineering. You MUST learn
toconquer such tendencies lest
they offset the many fine traits
which draw people to you in-
stinctively. You are unusually
progressive and often un-
conventional in your methods,
since you are likely to overturn
tradition and institute new
orders — which you label
reforms. Fields in which you
could excel: business, jour-
nalism, sports, sculpture, the
law. Birthdate of Henry Ford,
„auto magnate; Casey Stengel,
baseball manager; Paul Anita,
singer.
Bridal Tea Held ht &rimy:
Of Denise Curd At Bank
A bridal tea was held in
honor of Miss Denise Curd,
bride-elect of Steve Steele, on
Saturday, July 23, from two to
four p. ni. at the Community
Room of the North Branch of
the Peoples Bank.
The charming hostesses for
the occasion were Belinda
Suiter, Danna Shipley, Karen
Jackson, Vickie Chadwick,
Julie Peebles, and Sherry
Crawford.
The honoree chose to wear
from her trousseau a red and
white checked sundress and
was presented a corsage of
multi-colored daisies by the
hostesses. Her mother, Mrs.
Freed Curd, and her mother-
Beginner Group Will
Play Here Monday
The Beginner Group of the
Women's- --Tennis—of the-
Murray Country Club will play
at nine a. m. on Monday,
August 1. Pairings are as
follows:
Court No. One — Annie
Knight, Jane Hall, Vicki
Miller, and Kathy Mattis.
Court No. Two — Frances
Hulse, Billie Cohoon, Carol
Hibbard, and Betty
•Buckingham.
Court No. Three — Pat
Binford, Leta Rushing,
Yvonne Hamby, and Jan
Wilson.
in-law to be, Mrs. John C.
Steele, were presented cor-
sages of white carnations.
The gifts were displayed. on
a table overlaid with a white
cloth and centered with yellow
wedding bells and green
ribbon. The' hostesses' gift to
the honoree was a harvest
gold griddle-waffle iron.
Centering the tea table,
overlaid with a lace cloth over
yellow, was a beautiful multi-
colored floral arrangement.
Cake, punch, nuts, and a
variety of fresh fruits were
served in crystal ap-
pointments.
Guests signed the register at
the table overlaid with a beige
linen cloth and centered with a
bud vase of daisies.
About forty persons called





Miss Stacy Owen, August
bride-elect of Alan Jones, was
the honoree at a delightfully
planned brunch and shower
held at the home of Debbie
McCord, 1707 Ridgewood,
Murray, on Saturday, July 23,
at 10:30 a. m.
The charming hostesses for ,
the event were Miss McCord,
Miss Gay Crass, and Miss
Sheri Thornton.
The table was covered with
a red patchwork cloth with
dishes, napkins, etc., to match
the cloth. In the center was a
scalloped watermelon filled
with fresh fruit. Country ham,
biscuits, banana nut bread,
sausage balls, coffee, juice,
and punch were served.
Twenty persons were




You won't feel so new or need that city map much
longer if you'll arrange for a WELCOME WAGON call.
As your Hostess, I can give you personal, home-town
answers to lots of your new-town questions. About shopping,
sights-to-see, and other helpful community information.
Plus a basket of useful gifts for your home.
















TRIM, FAKE FURS, JACKETS,
LONG COATS, PANT COATS
SOLIDS, PLAIDS AND STRIPES
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Carter-Moynihan
WASHINGTON — Sen. Daniel
Patrick Moynihan's campaign against
Soviet taps on telephone conversations
of American citizens has unwittingly
exposed hidden aspects of President
Carter's personality and policies.
When Moynihan criticized the Carter
administration on July 10 for following
the Ford administration's pattern of
ignoring Soviet eavesdropping on U. S.
telephone calls via radio microwave,
the President two days later fired a
personal harpoon aimed, irrelevantly,
at Moynihan's Nixon connection. At this
writing, the White House has not
transmitted one word privately — pro,
con or in-between — to Moynihan about
the Soviet espionage question.
This brings to light two unrelated
facts about Mr. Carter. First, Pat
Moynihan stands high on the list of
people Jimmy Carter simply does not
like (and is viewed as a potential rival).
Second, for all the President's
toughness on human rights, he is
influenced by apprehensions over the
fate of detente that prevail within
important parts-of the national security
bureaucracy.
Actually, Moynihan has been less
caustic in criticizing the Carter
administration than the President's
great ally, Speaker Tip O'Neill,: or
many other congressional Democrats.
Moreover, his attack on Soviet
eavesdropping was not originally
intended as criticism of the President.
Rather, Moynihan feared
continuation within the Carter
administration of the U. S.
government's tendency to overlook
unacceptable Soviet behavior for the
sake of detente. Beyond that, the
dangerous official tendency to explain
away provocative activity worried him.
Privately, Moynihan sums it up as "an
appeasement psychology" among
advisers of this and other Presidents.
But Moynihan was unprepared for
the President's blunt riposte at his last
press conference when he delivered this
non sequitur: "tell, Sen. Moynihan, as
you know, has been a member of the
Nixon administration in the past, in a
Opinion Page
Letter To The Editor
Freedoms
r Dear Editor:
July is the month when we think
especially about our freedom, so let us
talk along that line. I appreciated
Marietta Fuller's letter about freedom
in our America: for I, too, thank God
for Religious and the many, many other
• freedoms we can enjoy. I noted that one
. from California was moved to write
greatly defending T M, which I had
written against. I agree that people
need to learn to relax, but I think less of
T M since hearing of the people paying
money to learn to fly. I shall wait until
Jesus takes me through the air to be
with Him.
Speaking of freedom, in the June 26
. paper 40 years ago, Calloway County
. voted 1686 to 307 •to outlaw the sale of
liquor in the local option election held in
Murray. Are people awake to the
greatest criminal in America
"Alcohol", which has enslaved many
women and youth even children,
wrecked many lives and homes? Be
sure you are ready to stand out against
it if you have opportunity to vote again,
and do it by large majority.
One lady's letter against
pornography, I appreciated; for that is
—what I had wanted to write about. Since
-.reading "There Is No Right to Peddle
5'▪ Pornography." in July Reader's Digest
page 48, I have stirred to want to fight
4. it. The article quoted the First
Amendment and that it does not give
the pornographer any protection for his
"expression." In the same Reader's
Digest "Kid Sex — Pornography's All-
Time Low" the writer says they sank
into the lowest level ever by using:
J- young children in obscene' magazines
• and films, thus helping them to have the
4▪ . highest ever ( a $2 billion dollar l porno
industry.
"In Lollitots, they show pre-teen girls
". showing off their genitals as it is
popularized in Penthouse, Playboy,
while others such as Naughty Horny
Imps, Children-Love, and Child
/ • Discipline portray moppets in sex acts
/ with adults or other kids," the article
said. Many hard-core child porn films
are being shown for weeks before police
seize them. The worst thing they relate
is that parents are actually
:; Volunteering their children to
▪ pornographers to produce sex pictures
.• or sell them for that purpose, which has
` helped make it true that child
pornography is "home-grown" — no
smuggling from other countries is
needed.
What can be done when parents have
no more concern than to treat children
as objects? Paducah news stated that
they have made plans to fight
• pornography. Bowling Green proposed
an ordinance making it unlawful to
tf display or sell such magazines as
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Have we as interested people and
parents, grandparents looked around or
know about what our children are
feeding upon at home or in the stores? A
friend told me this recently about an 8
year old boy of her niece's being found
in the magazine section in one store in
Murray looking at Playboy. Is it enough
to have the mothers and grandmothers
to lead a child away from such
magazines, telling him this isn't the
right kind to be seeing? Surely it is time
for people to band together to fight it in
our city.
Maybe none of us have time to do the
things we need to do to put up this fight;
but why not assert our rights to keep
our children from this abuse? Yes, fight
it being placed before children. As a
Temperance Group, we not only fight
alcoholic drinks, and all kind of drugs,
but anything — child abuse,
pornography, immorality or whatever-
which seeks to destroy our homes. We
do need to reach out, and are longing to
help our children and youth. If we
rightly define pornography as a form of
child abuse, that certainly does give us





By The Associated Press
Today is Friday, July 29, the 210th
day of 1977. There are 155 days left in
the year.
Today's highlight in history:
On this date in 1920, air mail service
opened between New York and San
Francisco.
On this date —
In 1729, Carolina ,became a royal
province of England.
In 1883, the Italian dictator, Benito
Mussolini, was born in Dovia, Italy.
In 1914, a phone conversation
betweenANew York and San Francisco
marked the beginning of
transcontinental telephone service.
In 1940, in World War II, Germany's
all-out air blitz against Britain began.
In 1959. Hawaii held its first election
as a state and elected the first Orientals
to be seated in the U.S. Congress.
In 1973, voters in Greece endorsed the
decision by their leaders to abolish the
Greek monarchy and install George
Papadopoulos as president.
Ten years ago: A fire killed 134
American sailors aboard the U.S.
aircraft carrier Forrestal off North
Vietnam.
Five years ago: Heavy fighting
continued at the Citadel, a major
fortress in Quang Tri, South Vietnam,
as South Vietnamese forces tried to
recapture the city from the
Communists.
One year ago: Syria and the
Palestine Liberation Organization
signed an agreement in an effort to end
a civil war in Lebanon.
Isn't It The Truth
Visitors to Australia return to
America with the observation that the
life-style and economy in the down-
under continent are 25 to 30 years
behind ours. What, a wonderful place
Australia must be.
et
very high official position. And he's
well able to judge the knowledge that
was possessed by that administration."
In fact, telephone eavesdropping by
Soviet "diplomats" in this country
completely surprised the Senator.
Moynihan attributed the Carter
response to the jugular instinct of a
rough-and-tumble politician. But White
House insiders say it goes deeper. "The
President just doesn't care very much
for Pat," one presidential aide told us.
-He's too Northern, too much New
York, too much Harvard." Less
emotionally, another Carter aide
revealed the concern of the Carter
inner circle over Moynihan as a
potential rival for the presidential
nomination in 1980 second only to
California's Gov. Jerry Brown.
What makes this hostility
remarkable is that the two men have
had little personal contact aisde from
some joint campaigning in 1976. The
President telephoned Moynihan to
seek, unsuccessfully, his support for
Paul Warnke's confirmation as
disarmament negotiator. But
Moynihan has spent no private time in
the presidential presence, socially or
politically.
Thus, the embryonic Carter-
Moynihan feud stems not from abrasive
personal contact but from an
institutionalized, arm's-length hostility
— somewhat similar to the anti-
establishment hostilities Carter carried
into the presidential campaign.
Reaching the summit of power has not
changed Mr. Carter's political style all
that much.
Of more lasting importance,
however, is Mr. Carter's obvious
irritation with any Senator poking
around into the President's conduct in
the face of hostile Soviet behavior. Mr.
Carter was reflecting the view held
within his administration that detente,
as a fragile flower vulunerable to the
icy blasts of truth, must be protected.
Besides, some intelligence officials
claim the U. S. gets as much help from
such eavesdropping as the Russians.
But this last patt is contradicted by
knowledgeable experts inside the
government. If all listening in on
microwaves were stopped by both
countries, the U. S. would be a clear
winner. In particular, these experts
fear Soviet eavesdropping on New York
City _calls gives them economic
information useful in manipulating
markets.
Like many centrist Democrats,
Moynihan felt at first that inbred
instincts of a South Georgia farm boy
and an ex-career naval officer were
strong enough to overcome zealous
detentists who surround him. But the
President's reaction to Soviet
eavesdropping, along with other trends
in national security policy, suggest to
Moynihan that environment outweighs
heredity in influencing a President.
When he called a press conference
Wednesday to unveil a bill designed to
protect American citizens from foreign
espionage. Moynihan mentioned none
of these misgivings. Moynihan follows
the old rule of many Irish politicians:
don't get mad, get even. The Senator
will not soon forget the President's
crack at his Nixon antecedents.
President Carter is flying so high today
that it maKes no difference, but on some
tomorrow he may find he took on the















Murray Ledger & Times Editor
The following, though anonymous,
makes its point.












To profit by mistakes,
To forgive and forget,
To think and then act,
To keep out of a rut,
To subdue an unruly temper,
To shoulder a deserved blame,
To recognize the silve: lining,
But It Always Pays.
• 0+0
The plight of the American people,
waiting with the greatest impatience
for tax relief because the government
says we must first make sure the nation
won't go bankrupt, reminds us of the
exhausted swimmer struggling to
reach shore.
He is not worried about starving to
death when he reaches there.
0+0
Less than half of America's young
people now agree with the idea that
"woman's place is in the home" — but a
strong majority are against women
with young children going to work,
according to the American Council of
Life Insurance.
In a nationwide survey of young
10 Years Ago
Murray Lions Club's guests of the
month were Mr. and Mrs. Don Phillips
and son, Marty, of Baton Rouge, la.,
who were stopped here yesterday by
the Murray Chief of Police Brent
Manning and Lions Club members as
they were enroute home from Oak
Park, Ill. They were guests of the club
overnight in Murray.
Deaths reported include Mrs. Mavis
Broach, age 59, and Mrs. Opal Blakely,
age 84.
David McKee and Vic Dunn of
20 Years Ago
Murray High School are two of the 130 of
Kentucky's finest athletes gathered at
Lexington for the East-West High
School All-Star basketball and football
games there.
The approaching marriage of Miss
Susan Ruth Alexander and Larry Wade
Cunningham has been announced. Her
name was inadvertently listed as Sarah
Ruth on Thursday.
The Murray Pony League All-Stars
won the first game in a best of three
series with the Madisonville All-Stars.
Randy Oliver was the Murray pitcher.
Mary Nelle Myers of Lynn Grove
High School and Jimmy Thompson of
Murray Training School were crowned
as queen and king for 1957 for the
Calloway County Farm Bureau at the
picnic held July 27 at the Murray City
Park.
Deaths reported include John
Windsor, age 89, William Harold ( Billy;
Horner, age 35, and Mrs. Lula
Risenhoover, age 77.
30 Years Ago
Seventy-two students have applied
.for their degrees from Murray State
College at the conclusion of the present
summer term on August 16, according
to Cleo Gillis Hester, registrar. • '
The Rev. L. D. Wilson will be the
evangelist at the revival meeting at the
Spring Creek Baptist Church starting
August 3, according to the pastor, the
Rev. J. H. Thurman.
Boy Scout Troop 90 of Murray boat
A special request in the form of a
letter from Murray Mayor George Hart
is published today asking motorists to
please stop following the fire trucks
when they are making a call as this
hinders the fire fighting techniques.
Births reported include a girl,
„Cynthia Ann, to Mr. and Mrs. Bobby
Ray Johnson on July 19.
Marriages announced include
Margrette Ann Parker to Charles Rex
Enoch on July 16.
Troop 60 of Almo to become Happy
Valley Softball champions. Gene
Cathey was Murray pitcher and Benny
Ray was Alin() pitcher.
Mr. and Mrs. Ivan Carter entertained
on July 27 with the annual reunion of the
Carter family at their home on Murray
Route Two.
Mr. and Mrs. T. Sledd and son, Bill,
spent several days last week in St.
Louis, Mo
_
people by the Council in 1976, 48 per
cent agreed that "while there are some
exceptions, the statement that
'woman's place is in the home' still
makes sense." When the Council asked
that question in a 1970 survey, 59 per
cent of the youths agreed.
However, 65 per cent agreed last year
that "If a woman has children she
shouldn't go to work until they are
grown, unless it's an economic




HEARTLINE is a service for senior
citizens of all ages. its purpose is to
answer questions and solve problems —
fast. If you have a question or a
problem not answered in these
columns, write HEARTLINE, 114 E.
Dayton St., West Alexandria, Ohio
45381. Senior citizens will receive
prompt replies, but you must include a
stamped, self-addressed envelope. The
most useful replies will be printed in
this column.
HEARTLINE: I have been receiving
Social Security benefits since I turned
62 in September 1973. At the moment, I
am employed as a part-time school bus
driver. Do I still have to have the Social
Security deductions taken out of my
pay? C.C.
ANSWER: Yes, you have to pay
Social Security taxes even though you
are drawing Social Security benefits.
There have been suggestions to change
this law, but Congress has not done so.
One reason is that Social Security taxes
would have to be increased for all
workers to make up for the loss in tax
income.
For people who are interested in
learning more about the Social Security
program, Heartline has developed
"Heartline's Guide to Social Security."
This book is written in easy-to-
understand, question-and-answer form
and covers retirement benefits,
widows' benefits, children's benefits,
disability benefits and many more facts
about Social Security.
To order, send $2 to "Heartline's
Guide to Social Security," Box 4994,
Des Moines, Iowa 50306. This book is
completely guaranteed. Please allow
six weeks for delivery.
HEARTLINE: I am 62 years old. My
husband died last year from a service-
related injury, so I am drawing
Dependency and Indemnity
Compensation (D.I.C.) from the
Veterans Administration.
I have not worked for a couple of
years, but I am getting bored just
sitting around doing nothing. If I get a
job, will the income affect my D.I.C.
payment?
ANSWER: The income you earn from
a job and the amount of your late
husband's estate will not affect your
D.I.C. payments. Any widow whose
husband died as a result of a service-
connected disability and is drawing
D.I.C. benefits will not have her
benefits affected by other income.
However, a widow who is drawing
regular VA widow benefits ( when her
husband dies from other than a service-
connected disability; will have her
benefits affected by other income.
11 ILL
Based on cops righted outlines produced b) the (onenuttee on
he ['nit •rip Series and u.,ed bs permissom
Keeping The Covenant
Judges 2:13-23
When the great and godly leaders,
like Joshua, who had a zeal for God and
righteousness, passed from the scene of
action, the Israelites generally
demonstrated a proneness to forget
God.
Their Defection — Judges 2:13
Soon after the death of Joshua and the
elders associated with him, tragically,
the people quickly turned to the
corrupting influences of the idolatry
which was practiced around them. The
Israelites turned to the worship of Baal,
the evil male god of power and violence,
and Astarte, the female goddess of
fertility or fruitfulness and corruption,
whose rites were celebrated with gross
and revolting impurities. For their folly
in succumbing to the idolatrous and
immoral practices of those pagans
around them, in disobedience to and
rebellion against God, the Israelites
had to pay the penalty.
Their Distress —Judges 2:14-15
As might have been expected. when
the chosen people turned away from
God, Who had supplied their needs and
had sought to lead them in His ways,
and worshipped idols and plunged into
immorality, it was necessary for Him
to deal with them in such a way as to
bring them to repentance and a real
turning from their wicked ways. God
refused to allow the Israelites to
consort., with those flagrant idolaters
who were participating in those
obscene rites. As a means of
administerir,; discipline as a method of
correction, "He delivered them into the
hands of spoilers."
God is no respecter of persons. Even
His chosen people found that failure to
obey Him brought judgment and
sorrow. Their deliverance into the
hands of their enemies was a definite
judgment of God. The fact that a nation
has been blessed of God in being
exalted to a position of honor and power
will not 'avail when God is forgotten,
disregarded, and disobeyed. When any
people turn from worshipping God to
idolatry, God's anger will be raised
against them and His chastening hand
will be laid upon them. Every Christian
should know that if he persists in
walking contrary to the will of God he
may expect divine chastisement.
"Whom the Lord loveth he chasteneth."
Their Deliverance — Judges 2:16-23
While God had to punish the Israelites
on account of their apostasy, or turning
from Him, of their plunging into the
depths of iniquity, and of their going
from bad to worse, He did not forsake
them. Their continual wandering from
God was only exceeded by His mercy in
delivering and restoring them. The
history of their disobedience and
restoration illustrates the statement,
"But where sin abounded grace did
much more abound." ( Romans 5:20).
Moved with compassion toward them,
God repeatedly manifested His grace
by giving to them another opportunity.
For their deliverance God raised up
judges, whose work was primarily
administrative, whom He used to
rescue the people from their enemies,
as well as to call the Israelites back to
Him. When the Israelites turned back to
God in penitence, the judges were used
of Him to deliver them from
punishment, which they had brought
upon themselves by their sinful ways,
thus providing us with another incident
which shows that the divine judgments
are often corrective.
These judges were God-called men.
They did not owe their position to any
human influence, but they were called
of God to their task. Their desire was to
be a blessing to the nation in getting it
restored to God's favor. They were
instruments in God's hand to extricate
the people from the abyss into which
they had willfully plunged themselves
and to give them another opportunity to
obey and serve Him faithfully.
Fortunately the people turned to God
in contrition and repentance. In so
doing they received deliverance,
protection, and assistance. When
Christians disobey God and walk in
sinful ways the consequences are
inevitable, but when they turn to Him
with broken hearts because of their
disobedience He is merciful to forgive,
deliver, and bless them. Loyalty to God
and conformity to His expressed will
assure Christians of His presence and
power in their daily service.
Bible Thought
Cast thy bread upon the waters: for
thou Shalt find it after many days.
Ecclesiastes 11;1.
We cannot keep unto ourselves and
our trust in God must not be a private











Murray North Wins Title
It was anything but a typical
Mayfield-Murray game.
Until the bottom of the sixth
inning Thursday at Mayfield
in the title game of the Ken-
tucky League All-Star
Touinament, Murray North
was coasting along with an
easy win over Mayfield Team
Four. In fact, Murray North
had a 9-2 lead going into the
last frame
Then things got typical in a
hurry. First there was a
Mayfield rail) then a big

























 Aistfietheiel theta lesser Center......
BARRETT'S
SERVICE CENTER
639 S. 4th St.
Phone 753-98_6_8f
somehow, with the aid of some
heads-up baseball, Murray
North survived the storm and
came out with the first-place
trophy and a 10-7 victory over
Mayfield.
Things were almost going
too well for Murray North as
the last of the sixth opened up
with Hayden fanning for the
first Mayfield out.
After Buck doubled and
Green followed with a single to
cut the Murray lead to 10-3,
Stinson tripled and it was a 10-
4 game. The lead was quickly
cut to five runs as Mathis
singled after the triple by
Stinson.
After a walk to Higgins and
an error made it a 10-6 game,
things got wild.
Mayfield tried to re-insert a
player they had already
previously used in the game.
Murray coach Steve West
protested to the plate umpire.
and the ump upheld the
protest, sending the scheduled
hitter, Blythe up to the plate.
Blythe hit a sharp grounder
down toward the first base
side of the infield and by the
time Murray first baseman
Jerry McCuiston picked the
ball up, one run had already
scored.
On his hands and knees,
McCuiston literally crawled
toward the bag at first. He
reached out and made the tag
with the glove and that
marked the second out.
Meanwhile, another rOnner
was trying to score.
McCuiston bounced up and
looked toward home where
catcher Mark West made a
perfect block on the plate.
McCuiston fired the ball to
West who tagged the man out
and that was the end of the
game.
One of the big keys for the
win by Murray was the pit-
ching of Alan McClard. He
went the distance and fanned
five men while scattering
eight hits. But the key was
McClard walked just two
batters.
On the other hand, Murray
North took advantage of nine
walks to go along with their
six-hit attack.
Going into the last of the
first, Murray led 1-0. But with
two out, Mayfield had the
bases loaded and one run
already in. A high pop headed
out toward shallow right-
center and Murray right-
fielder Will Holt attacked the
ball.
Running off to his right, Holt
made a one-hand stab to end
the inning and prevent at least
two Mayfield runs from
scoring.
Then in the top of the
second, Murray got things
started at the plate.
Tim Lackey opened the
inning with a walk and after
one man had been retired, Jeff
Kenyon walked followed by a
pass to Scott Nix which left the
bases full.
Mark West then ripped a
two-run double-and Murray
was on the way. After Alan
McClard walked to again load
the bases, Mark Waldrop
singled and drove in two more
runs, giving Murray a 5-1 lead.
The rest of the runs in the
inning scored on errors and
passed balls. •
Murray also lost a runner at
the plate in the frame.
Murray made it an eight-run
lead in the fifth when Scott Nix
walked and after two were
out, wound up on third. On a
short overthrow by the cat-
cher back to the pitcher, Nix
flew home and made it a 9-1
Murray lead. Mayfield scored
one in their half of the fifth to
make it 9-2.
Murray's final run came in
the top of the sixth and it took
some kind of effort to get that
run.
Mark Waldrop opened the
inning with a single and
McCuiston then walked.
an d...
Kelley Steely followed with
a single and on the play,
.da)field leftfielder Hayden
made a perfect throw into the
Plate to cut Waldrop down.
The two men left on base
moved up on a fielder's choice
by Quentin Prescott. Then on
a short passed ball, McCuiston
tried to score and was also out
at the plate, for the second out
of the frame. Finally, Steely
did score on a passed ball to
make it 10-2 and set the stage
for the wild, bottom half of the
sixth.
West and Waldrop paced the
Murray attack with two hits
apiece while Holt and Steely
each added one.
It marks the second time in
the two-year history of the
tourney a Murray team has
won the title.
limy Nor*
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If you ever have a headache
and run out of medicine, look
up Kim Wilson. He has plenty
of aspirin tablets because he's
always throwing them around.
There's only one thing. The
kind of aspirin tablets Wilson
throws are enough to give you
a headache, if you have a
baseball bat in your hand.
Paducah Pony League
batters found out what it looks
like to bat against Wilson. And
all they saw was aspirin
tablets, which is what famous
baseball announcer Harry
Cary used to call a fastball.




alert ... and play
it safe always!,
McKeel
Equipment Co., Inc. fix.tti
503 Walnut, Murray, Ky. 753-3062
comes in so fast to the plate, it
looks like an aspirin tablet and
it would almost be as easy to
hit an aspirin tablet as it
would be the ball.
Pitching another masterful
game, the right-handed
Wilson fired a five-hit gem as
the Murray Pony Leaguers
wrapped up the Sectional
Tournament at Paducah
Thursday night with a 7-1 win
over the hosts.
Murray finished undefeated
in the double elimination
tourney.
Paducah had earned the
right to meet Murray by
winning in the opener, 2-1,
over Mayfield Team Two.
Wilson had pitched Monday
night and fanned 15 batters as
Murray won a 14-1 game over
Mayfield Two, which
managed only one hit in the
game. Then in Wednesday's
semifinal play, it was south-
paw Eddie Rhodes' turn to
star on the mound and he
responded with a 10-4 win over
Paducah.
But that's not even the half
GOLF
PHILADELPHIA — Terry
Diehl clipped six strokes off
par with a 65 that staked him
to a one-shot lead Thursday in
the first round of the $200,000
Philadelphia Golf Classic.
Terry Broach has been appointed as
Career Underwriter for Calloway Coun-
ty Farm Bureau Insurance Services,
located at 309 South 5th Street, Murray.
Terry will be joining his father, Ray T.
Broach, agency manager for Farm
Bureau Insurance. Ray has been the
Calloway County Farm Bureau Agent
since 1959.
Terry is a native of Calloway County
and a graduate of Calloway County
High School and Murray State Univer-
sity.
Terry will represent Southern Farm
Bureau life Insurance Co. and Kentucky
Farm Bureau Mutual Insurance Corn-
pan with all lines of insurance.
of it, Murray had several
more outstanding pitchers
who could have hurled in the
tourney if they had been
needed.
And then there was the
Murray hitting...
Perhaps the most powerf*
Pony League All-Star Team to
come out of this area in maw
years, Murray was simply far
too strong for the tourney field
at Paducah. In fact, Murray
was in a class by themselves.
Murray quickly got started
in the win against Paducah by
getting on the board with two
runs in the top of the first
inning.
Eddie Requarth opened the
game by reaching on an error
and went to second after
tagging up on a flyout by
James Bynum. Requarth
trotted in with the game's
opening run when Wilsora
aided his own cause with a
single.
After two men were out.
centerfielder Robert San-
tagado drilled a single and
made it a 2-0 Murray lead.
While Wilson fired blanks,
the game moved quickly along
and in the fourth, Murray
made it a 3-0 contest as Robin
Roberts reached on an error,
Bruce Taylor singled and
Tony Herndon reached on an
error to score a run.
Murray put the game safely
away with a four-run outbreak
in the fifth.
After one man was out,
cleanup hitter Tim McAlister,
who had nine homeruns in the
regular season, belted „a solo
shot out of the park.
After two were out, Scott
Hill got beaned by a pitch and
Roberts followed with a
single. Then up came catcher
Bruce Taylor, who had five
homeruns during the , regular
season..
Taylor drilled a three-run
shot out of the ballpark and
Murray led 7-0.
The cnly Paducah run came
in the sixth wheitTroy York
doubled with one out. York
later wound up on third and
was seemingly going to sc6r.,
when a long fly was hit ic
Santagado deep in center
But York, thinking the be
was gone for a homer, did;-
run on the play. Meanwhile.
Santagado made a leaping
stab then cannoned the bi:11
into home on a perfect strike
and York wasn't even abl, ti
tag up and score on the nea.
home run.
While Wilson chalked +:
nine strikeouts in the gain'
walked only one batter and
one.
Murray now advances tr,
Sectional Tdurraame,nt plaN
which will begin next Tbc,.
s4a,v.Kankakee. III
Murray will open play at 6
p.m. Thursday against the
Indiana state champion.
Besides Murray, the Illinois
state champions and the In-
diana state champions along
with the host Kankakee team
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Chavis Tough-Luck Loser As
Legion Loses
Tommy Chavis, who Qs
been a hard-luck loser more
than once in his pitching
career, turned out to be just
that Thursday night at
Paducah as the Murray
American I.egion team
dropped a 6-5 contest in 10
innings to Paducah.
It marked the seventh tithe
in seven games this season
Paducah has defeated
Murray. With the victory,
Paducah ups its record to 35-15
on the season and will travel to
Louisville next week for more
tournament play.
Murray closes its season
with a 13-20 record.
Chavis, who carried a 5-2
record into the contest,
scattered nine hits in the
game: He fanned seven bat-
ters and walked two. Four of
the six Paducah runs were
earned.
Paducah scoredawo in the
first off Chavis as Tony
Threatt laced an RBI triple
then later scored on the front
side of a double steal, the
runner being out at second.
Murray got one back in the
third as Mike Utley and Bill
Wilson walked then Brad
Taylor singled to score Utley.
Paducah made it 3-1 in the
third with Rico Sutton
doubling in a run.
Murray took.the lead in the
top of the fourth with a four-
run uprising.
Alan Gibbs started the rally
with a single and after one out,
Mickey McCuiston kept it
going with a single. Murray
cut the Paducah lead to 3-2 as
Mike Utley singled then the
10-Inning Game
visitors tied the game when
Dean Cherry singled for an
RBI.
Murray took a 5-3 lead when
Bill Wilson reached on an
error and two runs scored.
Paducah tied the game with
single runs in the fourth and
sixth innings.
Over the seventh, eighth and
ninth innings, neither team
mounted any scoring threats.
Then in the home half of the
10th, the first man up, Eddie
Hamilton, ripped a double.
That brought up Sutton who
then singled and Hamilton
came around the paths with
the winning run.
Tim Cash went the distance
on the hill for Paducah. He
fanned 14 men and walked just
one. In the two games of the
double elimination tourney.
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Murray batters.
In the 12-2 loss to Paducah
Wednesday, Murray had 16




Wilson-1f  4 0 0
Taylor-es  5 I 1
Thurenan-3b  4 0 1
Cha wisp 5 0 11
Gibba-id 4 1
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GENERAL
BALTIMORE — Eddie
Block, trainer of the National
Football League Baltimore
Colts, was reported in critical
condition following a heart






• Rent the Ford of your choice, for
that special dance, wedding, party,
whatever.
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TOURNEY WINNERS --The winners in the under 12 play at the Oohs Junior Invitational Thursday
ore from left to right, Terri Lamb, nine and under; Connie Spann, 10-11; Scott Williams, 9 and en-
der; and Bobby Parolee's, 10-11.
(Staff Mertes by Mite ermedia)
McMillen Fires Gem,
Little Leaguers Win
David McMillen got some
runs to work with Thursday
night at the Madisonville
Little League Invitational
Tournament. And when David
McMillen has some runs up on
the board, you can just about-





The kickoff meeting for the
Big M Club is set for 6:30 p. m.
Tuesday at the Triangle Inn.
All members of the club are
urged to attend this very
important meeting.
One of the major points of
discussion will be the plans for
the annual Racer Kickoff
Barbecue which is scheduled
for Stewart Stadium August
13.
On that evening, all of the
Racer players along with
parents will be in attendance
at the barbecue and a great
deal of planning and
organization needs to be done
to insure the event is a success
as it always has been in the
past.
Believe it or not, football
practice at Murray State
begins two weeks from this
coming Sunday.
McMillen, who lost a 3-0
game to Mayfield East a week
ago in tourney play at Fulton,
allowed just one hit Thursday
in pitching the Murray Little
League All-Star First team to
a 7-1 win over kebresc in the
semifinals. .
McMillen fanned 10 batters
and walked three in his mound
gem. The first man up in the
top, of the first singled for
Sebree and that was it for the
rest of the night as McMillen
closed the lid. The man who
singled eventually came
around to score on an error for
the only Sebree rub. '
Meanwhile, McMillen got all
the help he needed in the third
as Murray posted five runs.
Tim Brown led off the
Murray half of the second with
a double and scored when Bo
Reed slapped a single to left.
Reed stole second and scored
when Gary Galloway hit an
opposite field Texas Leaguer
down the line in rightfield.
After McMillen fanned for
the first out, David Denham
walked to load the bases. With
two out. Galloway scored on a
passed ball and Murray led 3-
Two more runs came home
when Eddie Burgess hit a
chopper up the middle. The
ball hit the second baseman's
leg and bounced into right-
center but the play was ruled
an error.
Reuschel Gets 15th Win, Cubs
Win 16-15 Slugfest Over Reds
By JOHN NELSON
AP Sports Writer
The game was a strange
one, in many ways, for the
Chicago Cubs.
Rick Reuschel, normally a
starter, came on in relief and
beat Cincinnati 16-15
Thursday. He pitched just
two-thirds of an inning and
stored the winning run in the
bottom of the 13th inning. It
was his second victory over
the Reds in their four-game
series and his 10th without a
loss at Wrigley Field,
The game' marked the
return to duty after -12 days of
reliever Bruce Sutter, who
pitched three innings, didn't
allow a hit and struck out six.
The Cubs collected 24 hits
against six Cincinnati
pitchers, and there were a
total of 11 home runs, tying a
major league record, in the
game which lasted 4 hours, 50
minutes.
Chicago used 21 players, the
Reds 16, and three Cubs
changed positions four times.
Outfielder Bobby Murcer even
played shortstop and second
for a while when the Cubs ran
out of infielders in the late
innings.
Dave Rosello, shifting
between second and shortstop,
depending on whether a lefty
or righty was batting, drove in
the winning run. That made up
for an error that had given the
Reds a 15-14 lead in the top of
the 12th.
Reuschel, 15-3, who threw a
five-hitter to beat the Reds 3-0
Tuesday, said: "I'm not tired.
I got pumped up so quick, the
adrenalin was really flowing.
I'm just trying to get down
now."
The Cubs tit six homers,
two in the first inning, and the
Reds smacked five, three in
the first inning. The five
homers in one inninghy both




reliever Gene Garber for a
bases-loaded walk in the
bottom of the ninth, and
Tommy John, 11-4, scattered
six hits to give_ LOS Angeles
three victories in their four-
game series with the Phila.
Expos 5, Padres 4
Andre Dawson's two-run
homer in the eighth inning
lifted the Expos over San
Diego and gave Montreal a
split of the four-game series.
Dawsonl 12th homer of the
season, off Bob Owchinko, 3-7,
erased a 4-3 Padres lead.
Reliever Joe Kerrigan, 2-3,
picked up the victory.
Pirates 9, Mitres 4
Bill Robinson blasted a
grand slam home run, the
second of his career, and Jim
Rooker scattered nine hits as
the Pirates extended their
winning streak to eight games
and moved into second place
In the NL East Division.
Robinson's homer, his 13th of
the season, wax-his second in
two days.
Cards!, Braves I
Rookie John Urrea pitched a
five-hitter, facing only 29
batters, and Garry Templeton
hit a two-run triple to lead the
Cards to a sweep of their
three-game series with
Atlanta.
Urrea, making only his
second major league start,
held the Braves hitless and
faced only 12 batters before
Jeff Burroughs singled to start
the Atlanta fifkb.
Buzz Capra, 24, was , the
loser.
Our stock is branded
Pt
Murray added a single run
in each of the fourth and fifth
innings to complete the
scoring.
Murray will play at 1 p.m. in
the semifinals of the tourney
Saturday.. .




If Murray wins the
semifinal game Saturday,
they will play in the cham-
pionship game at 8 p.m.
Saturday night. But if Murray
were to lose the semifinal
game, then they would play in











Alezander-rf 0 1 0
Galloway-ct 2 1 2






Sebree 100 Oa 1-1-4
Murray 000 lIz 7-7-2
BASEBALL
ORLANDO, Fla. — New
York $dets infielder Lenny
Randle was fined $1,000 by a
Florida Circuit Court judge
for a slugging and kicking
attack on former Texas
Rangers Manager Frank
Lirchesi.




It's back by popular demand!
You enjoyed it so much this spring, we've brought it
back -- Jerry's Super Shrimp Sale.
For just $2.85, you get a giant helping 4.21 golden-fried
shrimp, a hearty serving of french fries, a dish of our
savory cote slaw, and hot dinner roll and butter.
So come on in for lunch or dinner. Enjoy the $2.85
Super Shrimp Sale, at Jerry's.
Offer good 1 1 a.m.; 10 p.m./July 25)0 Aug. 2B, 1977
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ST. LOUIS (AP) - John
Urrea can thank a bird dog
south of the border for his
eisly arrival in the major
leagues.
The -hard-throwing rookie
spun a five-hitter Thursday
night and St. Louis Cardinals
Manager Vern Rapp
afterward described the
setting for his discovery.
"I had some earlier reports
on him from a friend of mine
who scouts in Mexico during
the winter," said Rapp
following Urrea's 3-0 taming
of the Atlanta Braves.
had firsthand
information on him before I
went to spring training,"
added Rapp. He eventually
kind of made some eyes pop,
because he did some things."
What Urrea, a native
Californian, did until a week
ago was fortify a St. Louis
bullpen which lacked right-
handers when the season
opened.
But following a spectacular
start in April, lapses in his
form led to a propensity for
yielding home runs and left
him with a 2-3 record after
working in 28 Cards games.
Urrea first started last week
in a game against the Houston
Astros, surrendering eight
hits in 7 , 24 innings and
leaving without a decision.
Thursday night, the tall
righthander overpowered 12
Atlanta batters before
surrendering a hit and later
extracted himself from a jam
with the aid of a call by
Pritcher Dave Rader.
"I think it was actually
Dave's out-thinking him,
because we were going in on
him all night," said Urrea,
who fanned Willie Montanez
with a fAst ball away following
two leiloff Braves singles in
the seventh.
"You try to keep the ball
down and stay away from the
long ball," added the young
hurler. "You can make a
mistake and get hurt."
Urrea's six-strikeout
performance was supported
by a St. Louis, offense
consisting mainly of Garry
Templeton's single in the first
inning and two-run triple in
the fifth.
Templeton stole second,
made it to third on Tony
Scott's fly ball and crossed the
plate on a wild pitch by Buzz
Capra, 2-8, for the first run.
Four innings later, Urrea
walked with two out and Lou
Brock singled before
Templeton slammed his 10th
triple of the campaign to cap
the Cards' sixth straight
triumph.
Impressed by Urrea's 99-
pitch shutout, Rapp said the
22-year-old hurler will remain
in a St. Louis rotation of
starters along with Tom
Underwood, Bob Forsch, Eric
Rasmussen and reactivated
John Denny.
"I wanted him to be in the
(National) league a while,"
said Rapp of his decision to
delay Urrea's starting roles
until mid-season. "Around the
All-Star break I just figured it
was time to give him the
opportunity."
Standings






































Chicago 59 37 .615 -
K.C. 55 40 .579 31/2
Minn 56 45 .554 51/2
Texas 52 44 .542 7
Calif 47 50 .485 121/
Seattle 45 59 .433 18
Oakland 42 57 .424 18'7.1
Thursday's Results
Boston 12, Milwaukee 0
New York 14, Baltimore 2
Seattle 5, Minnesota 2
Texas 3, Toronto 0
Kansas City 5, Cleveland 4,11
innings




..W L Pct. GB
Chicago 59 39 .602 -
Pitts 58 42 .580 2
Phila 57 42 .576 21/2
S Louis 54 46 .540 6
Montreal 48 51 .485 11/2
N York 41 57 .418 18
West
63 38 .624
49 49 .500 121/
46 56 .451 171/2





S Diego 44 60 .423 201/2
Atlanta 35 64 .354 27
Thursday's Results
Chicago 16, Cincinnati 15, 13
innings
Los-Angelos4, Philadelphia 1
Montreal 5, San Diego 4
Pittsburgh 9, Houston 4 -
St. Louis 3, Atlanta 0
Only games scheduled
Friday's Games
Chicago (Bonham 9-9) at
Houston (J.Niekro 5-3), (n)
St. Louis (Eastwick 6-5 and
Rasmussen 7-10) at Cincinnati





Get acquainted with the four-season versatility and
big-tractor toughness of our Case Compact Tractors.
And if you buy now you'll receive:
And if you buy now you II receive:
When you're in the mood to buy,






MEDALIST HONORS -Medalist hum in the Oaks Junior Invitational Thursday were Beth
Franklin of Princeton and Greg Underwood of Lone Oak. Franklin shot on SO to win her division
while Underwood carded a two-under par 70 to win his division. In the center is tourney chairman
Nicky Ryan.
Stift Mon by Me ireedims)
12 AND OVER WINNERS-The winners in the 12 and over play at the Oaks Junior Invitational
Thursday we from loft to right, Velvet Jones, 1 2-1 3; David Ryon, 12-13; Jenne Worford, 14-15;
Mark Page, 14-15; Beth Franklin, 16-18; and Greg Underwood, 16-18.
Underwood Fires 70 To
Win Junior Oaks Play
Out of town golfers, and in
several cases, golfers from
out of state, dominated play in
the first annalist Oaks Junior
Invitational which was held
Thursday at the Oaks Country
Club in Murray.
In six of the 10 categories,
out of town golfers won and in
half of those six, it was golfers
from out of state.
The best score turned in on
the day was a two-under-par
70 by Greg Underwood of
Paris7-'Fn.
A member of the Henry
County High School golf team.
Underwood made the tarn in
33 as he picked up birdies on
the first, seventh and ninth
holes.
Underwood matched par on
the course on the back side
until the 16th hole where he
picked up another birdie to go
four under. But Underwood
got a bogey five on 17 and a
bogey six on the 18th, other-
wise he would have shot below
70.
Underwood, who will be a
senior, was playing in the 16
and over div.ision. Second
place in that group went to
Kenny Perry of Lone Oak.
Perry carded a one-over par
73.
Tim Jones of Tilghman was
third in the same division with
a 73, Todd Doyle of Lone Oak
fourth with an 80 and Ballard
Memorial's Stephen Shaw had
an 81 and finished fifth. Un-
derwood's 70 claimed
medalist honors for the boys
For the girls, Beth Franklin
of Princeton claimed medalist
honors as she won the 16 and
over division by checking in
with a four-over par 80.
Second place in the division
went to Kym Sydboten of
Ballard Memorial.
In other play, fllinois golfers
took the-top spots-in the-boys'
nine and under division and in
the boys' 10-11 division.
Scott Williams and Bobby
Pavelonis made the 110-mile
trip from Harrisburg and
picked up victories.
Playing three holes.
Williams carded a 17 and won
first place in the nine and
under group. Jay Watson of
Murray was second with a 23
Britt Pavelonis of Harrisburg
was third while Chip Adkins of
Murray was fourth and
Tommy Hayes of Puryear .
fifth.
In the 10-11 age group.
Bobby Pavelonis Carded a 43
over nine holes to finish first.
Recently in a junior golf
tournament at Evansville, the
11-year-old Pavelonis shot an
87...off men's tees. Todd
Contri of Murray was five
strokes back in second with a
Dave Warren Records
Another School Mark
Dave Warren has done it again.
For the fifth time since last April, the star
Murray State athlete has broken the school
record for the 800-meter run. His latest mark
came Tuesday in Stockholm. Sweden.
Running for the Great Britain National Track
Team in a triangular meet with Poland and
Sweden. Warren recorded a 1:46.6. He took first
place in the meet.
Warren started out his string of records last
April with a 1:49.3 then followed with times of
1:48.1, 1:47.8, 1:47.7 and the 1:46.6 Tuesday.
Warren was the Outstanding Freshman
Athlete last spring at Murray State and his
performances and his success are not only
building quite a name for him but they are also
helping the track program at MSU'.
Earlier this week, a sub-four minute miler
from England was listed as one of the recruits in
the Murray State track program. He had gone to
a university in England last year but after
T113-34112 hearing of Warren's great success, decided to
his own, to Murratt„._,,
8111. Rounding out the top five
were Deron Jennings of
Lacehter, Jon Overbey of
Murray and Terry Milam of
Puryear.
In the boys' 12-13 group,
David Ryan of Murray fired
an 88 and beat out Michael
Boggess of Murray by one
stroke. Ryan won the fourth
flight earlier this summer in
the Oaks Invitational Tour-
nainent.
Third place in the 12-13
group went to Brad Edwards
of Murray while Joey Milam
of Puryear was fourth and
Kurt Averill of Paducah fifth.
Mark Page of Lone Oak
carded a three-over-par 75 and
won the title in the boys' 14-15
division. Buddy Bryant of
Paducah was second with 76,
Mark Allen of Clinton third
with 77, Murray's Keith Ed-
wards fourth with a 79 and
Phillip Hatchett of
Russellville was fifth with an
80.
In the girls' play, Terri
Lamb of Murray won the nine
and under division with a 24
over nine holes while twin
sister, Sherri, was setsond with
a 29. Rounding out the top five
were Murrayans Shelby
Morgan, Cindy Spann and
Tabetha Johnson.
In the 10-11 girls' play.
Connie Spann of Murray shot a
63 over nine holes to win while
Lanette Hopkins of Murray
had a 75 for second. Third
place went to Amy Ryan of
Murray while Vicki Edwards
of _Murray was fourth.
Velvet Jones of Murray won
-the 12-13 play with a 104.
In the 14-15 girls' division,
Jenna Warford of Ballard
County knocked in a birdie on
the first playoff hole to win
over Lisa Rottman of
Metropolis, Ill. Both shot 92.
Jo Beth Oakley of Murray
was third, Kay Adkins of
Murray fourth and Christine
Spann of Murray fifth.
A field of 68 youngsters
turned out for the event.
Next Thursday. there will be
more action for junior golfers
as the Murray Junior In-
vitational is set for the Murray
Country Club with tee If tune
to be at 9 a. m.
BASEBALL
NEW YORK METS - - Sent
Jackson Todd, pitcher, to
Tidewater of the International
League,




Pitching Will Be Key
By The Associated Press
New York Yankees
Manager Billy Martin still
believes the role of his
pitching staff will take added
significance with each game
as the race for the American
League East Division title
gets serious.
"I still think that my
pitching will eventually
overshadow Baltimore and
Boston," said Martin after
Mike Torrez tossed a f our-
hitter and beat the Baltimore
Orioles 14-2 Thursday for his
first victory in more than a





- Tenth-seeded Mel Purcell of
Murray, Ky., scored his
second major upset Thursday
in the 18 and under division of
the Western Open juniors and
boys tennis championships
with a victory owiir sixth
seeded Blaine Willenborg, of
Miami Shores, Fla., 74, 5-7, 6-
2.
The 10th seeded Purcell
advanced to today's
semifinals paired against 12th
seeded Chuck Hodgin, of
Sumpter, S.C.
Purcell surprised fourth
seeded Peter Rennert of
Beverly Hills, Calif., Wed-
nesday, 4-6, 5-7, 6-5.
No. 2 seeded Andy Kohlberg
of Larctunont, N.Y., and fifth
seeded John Benson, of
Englewood, Colo., will be the
other semifinalists.
Kohlberg defeated Paul
Bernstein of Fullerton, Calif.,
6-1, 6-2 and Benson defeated
14th seeded Jeff Turpin, of
Dallas, Tex., 6-4, 3-6, 6-3.
In the 16 and under boys'
division, a showdown is set
between No. 1 Sean Brawley
from O)ai, Calif., and No. 3
Ramesh Krishnan, of Madras,
India.
Brawley defeated Kirk
Loomis, of Winfield, Knit., 6-1,
6-2 and Krishnim defeated
John Kennedy, of Fort
Lauderdale, Fla., 6-3, 44, 6-0.
Unseeded Juan Ayala of
Miami, Fla., and Phil Lehnoff
of Morage, Calif., are the
other 16 and under
semifinalists.
Ayala upset fourth seeded
Bruce Brescia of Riverforest,
Ill., 6-7, 7-6, 60 and Lenhoff
heat Mike De Franco, of
Lakeland, Fla., 4-6, 6-4, 6-1.
Finals will be held
Saturday.
along like he should, it's going
to be very important for us."
The victory left New York
two games behind the Orioles
with Boston one game back.
Thurman Munson, Graig
Nettles and Roy White
homered in the Yankees'
highest-scoring game of the
season.
Torrez pitched no-hit ball
for five innings and Chris
Chambliss and White each had
three RBI. Munson's homer
was the 100th of his career.
In other American League
games, Boston blanked
Milwaukee 12-0, Seattle
downed Minnesota 5-2, Texas
shut out Toronto 3-0, Kansas
City beat Cleveland 5-4 in 11
Innings and Oakland downed
California 6-4.
Red Sox 12, Brewers 0
Rookie Mike Paxton, a 23-
year-old right-hander called
up from the minors on May 22,
tossed a four-hitter in his
second major league start.
Jim Rice, Bernie Carbo,
Butch Hobson and Denny
Doyle backed Paxton with
homers in Boston's victory.
Paxton, 4-2, struck out five
and walked two.
Rice, the Red Sox'
designated hitter.,‘ also
doubled home a run in
Boston's six-run third inning
before leading off the fifth
with his league-leading 27th
homer of the season.
Mariners 5, Twins 2
Run-scoring singles by BM
Stein in the first and eighth
Innings, and first-inning
triples by Dave Collins and
Lee Stanton powered the
Mariners past Minnesota.
Rangers 3, Blue Jays 0
Gaylord Perry, 9-8, pitched
an 11-hit shutout to hand
Toronto its seventh loss in a
row - its longest losing streak
of the season. Perry struck out
eight in extending Texas'
winning streak to six.
Jerry Garvin, 7-11, took the
loss despite pitching a four-
hitter.
Royals 5, Indians 4
Joe Lahoud's 11th-inning
single scored Tom Poquette
with the winning run and Doug
Bird, 8-1, notched his 12th
straight victory in relief for
Kansas City. Bird, who got the
win against Cleveland
Wednesday night, has not lost
in relief since Aug. 15, 1975.
A's 6, Angels 4
Oakland rookie Mitchell
Page drove in two rung Aid
stole his 25th consecutive haw.
to tie a league record in the
A's' victory. Oakland scored
one run in each of the first
three innings, then added
three in the fourth.
Page singled to drive in a
run in the third and drove in
another on an infield out in the
fourth. Oakland starter Joe
Coleman, 2-1, had a one-hit
shutout until the sixth, when
California scored its runs.
TENNIS
LOUISVILLE, Ky. - Hans
Gildemeister of Chile
unleashed a flurry of passing
shots and upset fourth-seeded
Wojtek Fibak of Poland 6-2,74
in a second-round match in the
$1 2 5 , 0 0 0 Louisville
International Tennis Classic.
In other matches Thursday,
third-seeded Dick Stockton of
Carrollton, Texas ran off 10
straight games in topping
Nikki Spear of Yugoslavia 6-2,
6-0; fifth-seeded Harold
Solomon, who won this
tournament last year,
advanced with a 34, 6-2, 6-3
decision over Cliff Letcher
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Cain's, AMC, Jeep, Inc.
606 Coldwater Road - 753.644*. Murray
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Let's Stay Well By F.J.L Blasingame, kW.
Statutes On Teaching Religion
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
Some Kentucky laws
' involving teaching of religion
- and evolution seem to conflict
with the federal constitution, a
legislative subcommittee has
been told.
But in general, a-survey
showed, state school statutes
':conform with the law of the
land.
A report on "the
ti relationship" of existing
7.1 education statutes to judicial
:• decisions" was submitted as
part of a Senate resolution in
• 1976. The report was made to
the Education Statute Review
Subcommittee of the Interim
Joint Committee on
Education.
The staff survey, by the
Legislative Research
Commission said the statutes
of doubtful constitutionality
involve Bible reading,
recitation of the Lord's
Prayer, teaching of the theory
of evolution and prohibition of
immoral or irreligious books.
The study cautioned that
any flat statement that such
statutes are unconstitutional
"would be premature and
erroneous."





University Church of Christ
106 North 15th Street
Murray, Ky. 42071
"...He went about doing good" is a five-word -
biography of the most famous and successful
person who ever lived. (Acts 10:38). He in-
troduced and exemplified the success
paradox of abundant living wherein one gains
by giving (Acts 20:35), lives by dying (Galatians
/20), wins by losing (Matthew 16:24-26), and
-reigns by sen4b0Matthew 10:26-28). What a
rtifreshing approach to daily living in the mid-
st of complex maze of games, goods, "gim-
me," and gimmicks!
If affluence meant happiness Americans
ought to be history's happiest people! Yet, we
are beset with a host of psychological
plagues fear, guilt, tension, frustration,
anxiety, distrust, delinquency, immorality,
selfishness, envy, hate, greed, etc. We have "a
chicken in every pot, and two cars in every
garage." We also have one marriage in two
ending in divorce, and a mushrooming cloud
of "broken homes and handicapped children."
Let's stop exclaiming, "What's the world
coming to," and start asking, 'What in the
world am I coming to?" A better world begins
with me!
It's the greatest thing in the world
to be a Christian.
that "do seem to have
constitutional problems."
The report said the statute
requiring daily bible readings
in every classroom in the
presence of pupils "seem to be
in clear violation of thee
establishment of religion
clause of the first
amendment."
It said the requirement for
recitation of the Lord's Prayer
and pledge of allegiance
"seems to totter on the
possibility" of a constitutional
conflict.
"If the primary effect of a
(morning) recitation of the
Lord's Prayer promotes the
strengthening or supporting of
religion, it would be
unconstitutional under the
first amendment (to the U.S.
Constitution)," the study said.
"...Certainly daily
recitation of the Lord's Prayer
hints of a devotional."
The study said the statute
calling for the right to include
the Bible theory of creation in
evolution, "although drafted
with perhaps the best possible
intent at fair "play," may be
It said the statute leaves to
the teacher's discretion the
decision whether to include
the creation hypothesis.
The report said the problem
is specifying the Bible theory,
instead of a general discretion._
as to teaching other theories
promotes and emphasizes the
Bible theory.
It said the ban on sectarian,
infidel or immoral books, by
forbidding their distribution,
"gets fully into the realm of
freedom of expression."
It said another statute
prohibits books which criticize
a school of healing.
"It may well cover more
material than the state
interest requires and it is
difficult to ascertain which
publications would be
prohibited," it said.
The survey did not assert
that the statutes of dubious
validity have any great
impact on the Kentucky school
system.
It said many of the
-...onstitutional issues arising in
education law conies about
because local boards or
administrators either enforce
regulations or policies or act
in the absence of such guides.
"Hopefully, deprivationand
violation of rights under






RICHMOND, Va. (AP) —
The Virginia Museum recently
acquired a rare Greek amphora
made in the 4th century B.C.
The vase, 28 inches high and
decorated with a picture of a
seated warrior, was made in
the Apulian region of southern
Italy. The purchase, museum
director R. Peter Mooz an-
nounced, was made possible by
income from the Williams




Q: Ms. P.K. says that
she is switching to contact
lenses and asks if it is
CLAM UP
WASHINGTON (AP) — The
'lain you eat in your chowder
may be as old as your great-
grandmother, says National Ge-
ographic. According to re-
search findings of Dr. Ida
Thompson, professor of geologi-
cal and geophysical sciences at
Princeton University, about 25
per cent of the clam samples
are almost 100 years old. •
There are thousands of spe-
cies of clams, ranging from the
tiny nut clam which measures
0.3 inches to the giant four-foot
clam that can weigh more than
500 pounds.
Dr. Thompson's research on
the ocean quahog clam is de-
signed to establish a relation-
ship betWeen the growth rings
on the clam's hinge plate and
its age.




if you don't take
care. Treat trac-






practical and possible to
change the color of her
eyes by having her new
lenses tinted.
A: In general, such col-
ored comintic lenses are
not recommended because
they decrease the amount
of light which Is transmit-
ted. Colored lenses are po-
tentially troublesome at
night, when you might be
driving an automobile, and
could interfere signifi-
cantly with your vision.
Spedid lenses are de-
signed and worn by per-
sons who have been born
Without an iris (colored
tissue around the pupil)
and in cases of injury to the
Iris by accident or surgery.
Tinted lenses would have
one advantage in that they
could be more readily iden-
tified if they have been
dropped accidentally.
While you might discuss
your wishes for tinted
lenses with your doctor, I
am inclined to caution you





Q: Mrs. T.T. writes that
her skin is naturally dark —
"too dark.' She asks if a
bleaching cream Is avail-
able that she could use to
lighten her skin.
A: The pigmentation or
color of your skin is an
Inherited characteristic. I
know of no treatment
which will significantly
and permanently lighten
the appearance of your
skin.
Bleaching creams or
other medications and pro-
cedures are worthless and
potentially dangerous.
Dark skin is beautiful
and gives you far more
protection against the ul-






he smart farmer's best weapon against
carelessness is awareness! Have regular
safety checks in all "accident-prone" areas
on the farm. It pays!








When ;vas the last time you checked
your fcrm equipment for defects ... or
the electrical circuits? Or cleaned out
cluttered areas? Regular spot checks on
your farm could save you time, money
and possible tragedy as well. It pays
to think "safety" always.
West Kentucky Rural Electric
Cooperative Corporation
Murray - Mayfield 753-5012
n A A, - •. a





Worship Service 11 00. ni
Evening Worship 6 30 p m
IMMANUEL MISSIONARY
Morning Worship 11 °Co a in
Evening Worstup 6 10 p m
FIRST BAPTIST
Morning Worship 10 4a m
Evening Worship 7 00 p m
WEST FORK
Morning Worship 11 00. m
Sunday Evening 6 • 00p. m
Wednesday Evening 7 00 p m
SIMONS SPRING
Morning Worship 11:00 a.m.











Sunday School 9:49 am
Morning Worship 10.49a.m.





Morning Worship 11.00 a. m.
Evening Worship 7.30 p. m.
MEMORIAL BAPTIST
Morning Wonhip 1050a. m.
Evening Worstup 6.00p m.
NEW MT. CARMEL MISSIONARY
Morning Worship 1100a. m.

















Morning Rrstim , . , _11.00a.
Eeltning rship . 5:30 p. in.
MOUNT NORD FREEWILL IMPTIST
Sunday School 0:30a. m.
Worship 11:00 a. m.
LONE OAK PRIMITIVE
1st Sunday 200 p. m.






7 00 p m





6 30 p m





7 00 p. in.
11 00 a in.








Evening Services 6:00p. in.
FAITH BAPTIST
Morning Worship 1100a.m.
Evening Worship 6:30p. in.
LOCUST GROVE
Morning Worship 1100a m.
Evening Worship 700p m.
CHESTNUT STREET GENERAL
Sunday School 10:00a. m.
Morning Worship 11:00 a.m.
LEDIBETTER MISSIONARY BAPTIST
Sunday School 10:00a. m.
Preaching 11:00 a.m. & 6.00p.m.
Wednesday nieJit 7:00 p. m.
SPRING CREEK
{MINT POMO
Morning Worship . 11:00a. m
Evening Worship 7:00p. m.
ST. ANN BAPTIST MIEN -
Morning Worship 10:45a.m.
Sunday School 930a in
OEM BAPTIST CM1101
Wednesday Service 7:00 pm






• AN INVESTMENT IN YOUR FUTURESunday School 0" 10. m •
Preaching Service Ilam •













5 15 p m
6 00 p m
7 00 p. m •
MIST (NOVI CINIRCII .
Morning Worship 11:00a.m.
Sunday School 10.00 a.m.
Worship 530 p.m.
1.7 .M. Worship 5:00 p.m.
Wednesday Evening 6:30 p.m.
Pentecostal
AUAO HEIGHTS
Morning Worship 1100 a. in.
Evening Worship 730p. m.
UNITED, NEW CONCORD
Sunday School 10:00 a. m.
Worship Services 11:00a.m., 7:00p.m
CALVARY TUAPU
Sunday School 1040a. m.
Worship Services 11 00 a.m., 7:30 p.m.
FIRST ASSEMBLY
Of GOO
Sunday School 10:00a. in
Morning Worship 11:00a. en.
Sunday Evening 7:00 p. rn.
Thor.. rule 7:00p.m.
UNITED, 310 IRVAN AVE.
Sunday School 10.00 a. m.
Evening Worship 7:00 p.m
DEMANDS CHAPEL
Sunday School 10 • 00 a. in
Worship Service 11.00a. m
Evening Worship 7730p. m
FIRST UNITED
'Sunday Worship 40:00 a.m. & 7 -00
Tues. & Thurs. ' 7:00 p. err.
Christian
FIRST CHRISTIAN
Worship Services 10. 45. in .7.00p.m
MURRAY CHRISTIAN FELLOWSHIP
Worship 10.30 a m
Bible School 9.30 a. m
Evening Service 6 .00 p. m
CHURCH Of JESUS CHRIST




Sunday Mass 8 a. m., 11 a. m. 4:30 p m
Saturday Mass 6:30 p. m
CHRISTIAN SCIENCE
SERVICES
Farmer Ave. and 17th St., Murray. K . Sun-
days 11:001. m. Testimony meeting second
Wednesday 8 p.in
JEHOVAH'S WITNESSES
Watchtower 10 30 a m
Bible Lecture 9 30 a in
WYMAN'S CHAPEL A.M.E.
Worship Services 11 00arr..7 00pm
ST. JOHNS EPISCOPAL
Worship Hour 9 45. in
Church School 11 00a. m.
IAUAANUEL LUTHERAN
Sunday School 9. 15 a. rri
Morning Worship 10.30a. m.
SEVENTH DAY ADVENTIST
Sabbath School Sat 10:30a. in.
Worship Service Sat 915a. m
TRAFFIC JAM
One of the most unpleasant aspects of
modern life is being stuck in a line of traf-
fic. Tension builds, horns blow, and there
are even minor accidents. Instead of get-
Ong more and more uptight-try relaxing.
You have to wait anyway-so make this a
time for quiet contemplation.
Try to concentrate on something plea-
sant that happened to vou or is about to
happen. Picture yourself happily greet-
ing your wife or husband when you get
home. When you final!, arrive, it will be
with a happy smile, instead of an angry
scold.
So much of life is what we make it. Even
a traffic jam can be turned to good ad-
vantage.




Septic lank.- Driveway Culvets -
Stock Water Minks
"Anything in Pre-Ca st Concrete"
Miry 94 E. (3.11.. wet if Mersey) 751-0277
Boyd's Auto Repair
Gerreid Boyd-Owner
-Couplets ANtematic Trensmissiee Service
- Front End Alignemet
- Campiete Ten•-Up & tepee Service -
209 S. 7ili 753-1751
Resistor 8. Auto Glass Service
Bags & lour Zone
Beads






'It's Finger Lickin' Good"
try Ow Meknes Mef and lien Sandwich's




/p.m 24 Aour, a c14• / C:ker.
4.•111,111NSIAL10....- Points 753-7992
















Bible Study 10 am.
Wand!, Service 10: • a.m. &I p.m.











































Morning Worship 1049 am.





*wawa 'Norway ---- 10:30a. at
Evening Worship 7:10 p. m. ( Sunday Wed-
nesdays)
ALIN
Bible Study 111:I0 a. m.
Morning Worship 11:01a.m.










Worship Services 11 a. m., 7 p.
10:111a.m.
MOUNT PUASANT
Morning Worship 1100 a. m.
Evening Worship 7:00p.m.
HUT PIMMITTIMAN
Church School 0:31a. m.
Worship Service 111:46a.m.
kohmanh
Bibles & Church Supplies
Reference & Inspirational Books














Worship firrelai 1 am., lael iMminy, 10:00a.














Morning Worship 11:116a. m.
inning Warship 7:M p. a.
Werslip Service 11:I0 am. lat & hod
my.. 11:00 6 M am. 3ird &Wm Mho'
NAG a. en. Let & Ind Senday, 11:00a.m. 3r4
AIM Smiley
MUM MU UNITIO
Morning Worship MAO am.
Sunday Seheel 11:00a.m.
MIST 11111111111111
Worship CO& 10: Na. In.
eases CRAMS erne
Peinday Scheel 11:00a.m.
Morning Worship 11:00a. m.
LYNN NM




Ilmoday School 11:40a. m.
Evening services: Id.. 2rd & 0thStisdnye
Preaching Service8:30p.m.
Cat CAMPOSOUNO
Worship Service WM a. a.
11111111-91MISIN MOM
Worship Service no.
let 42nd Sundays 11:111a.m.
lit &Int& 4th 3modey
MT. MINION.
Worship Service 10:04. in. lit Somday &
11 :119 a. in 3rd Smoky: Semi* Scheel 11:10
a. in. lit Sioday - 10:40 a. on. kid. /ed, &Rh
&man
MT. CARMEL
World. Service 10:011 a. in. ted .
11:10 a in. 4111 daySimday Scheel 10:111




Morning Services 10:46a. in.
MOORS CHAPS MIR
lat & 3rd Sunday . m.
Evening 7:00p m.
Ind & Ith Swiftly 11:00a. m.
No Evening Worship
SITISIL MOTN
1st & 3rd Sinsday 11:00a.m.







Morning Worsidp 9:46e. in.
Sonday School 10:46 a. m
Keel Purchase Tire
Year Complete Tire Service Gator
-we Service lisism AS-Large or Saar
Max keel
I. Mush& hodeetriel Id. rss-nn






Nerve- Meteder-Grinnile- nop-Peeer Were
Top Quality Used Can







Peoples Bank of Murray, Ky.
Member FDIC
So. 12th & Story Chestnut St.
753-6655 753.1215
Corvette Lanes
Bowling At Its Best
1415 Main St. Ph. 753-2202
A.B.C. Play School
Nears A:45 sm. te 5 pm. • 5 Days
Worship With Your Chidren
*Children Are Gods Gift
1606 Ryon Ave,, Murray 7534807
Carroll Tire Service
Your Uni-Royal Tire Dealer




A COMPLETE PARTS DEPARTMENT
605 Maple St. 753-4424
Stokes Tractor &
Implement CO.
MASSEY-FERGUSON SALES AND SERVICE
Industrial Rood Phone 753-1319
Dunn Furniture
T.V. IL Appliancecan,.
Whirlpool sales Si Service






Ou Nay . at Amore
Phone 474-7707
Freed Cotham Co., Inc.
Heating, Air Conditioning, Sheet Metal
















Hutson Chemical Co. Inc.







401 Olive - 753-5312
Tobers Body
Shop, Inc.
"Go To Cnurch Sunday
Tiny Tot
Day Care
Infants To 5 Years
Kentucky Licensed





















Jerry D. Lents, Denial' A. Jones end Larry S./itaf 011111011
• Mausoleum-Cemetery Lots
Complete Counseling Service
641 North - 753-2654
 ewmi
Randy Thornton Service Co.
Air Conditioning Hea"9•Cerwrilt•rtioi Ref rirratiori
SERVICE THROUGH KNOWLEDGE
802 Chestnut Phone 753-8181
Big John's
"Howe of Ovary, Economy
I Selection.'
Open 7 Days
7 a.m. to 12 Midnight
641 Super Shell
Free Pickup & Delivery
Open 670/•... • Cleve 1 1 :110 pet.




403 Maple Phone 753-1713
Thornton Body
Shop
24 Hour Wrecker service
Body Work A P01 nrinci
Site 753-2480, 2112 Coldwater Rd 753-7404
Kentucky Lake
Oil Company
JOBBERS OF SMELL OIL PRODUCTS
lawrYTAte Serving Callowey , Graves.










Flowers for All Occasions
House Plants Landscaping
500 N. 4th 753-3251 • 753-8944












Ni. 4th Street Phase 753-1921
Jesus Saves
Murray Wprehouse Corp., Inc.
GRAIN DIVISION
Highest Cash Prices for Corn,
Wheat & Soybeans .
Holmes Mk, My.!. W. Outland, Sept
Phone 753.8120
West Ky. Rural Telephone
Glen B Sears, Gen. Manager s
S•rvimp Graves. Cellevitv %Sordid, Girlish Commies mEy. end
Henry Cs., Term
753.435 1 or 247-4350
Kenlake Marina
J.W. WILHAM - MGR.
HOUSE BOAT RENTALS
Ky. Lake StMli Park Pb.474-2245
Salt Calhoun Plumbing-Electric
Sales and Service
Moose IS3-5802 205 N. 401 St.
"Nifelt,M;Aat - .e. . 9 .arklrY, " *-allrair;Pa".. vs. sir.wrewr ouso. - • -
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Sbhechiles FOr The Week Of July 30-August 5
TV GUIDE FOR SATURDAY
WNGE•2
6:30-Children's Gospel
700- TOIM & Jerry






100- Outdoor Adv. Theatre
r 30- M.F.C. Game
5:30 -Newswatch







100 - PTL Club
300- Newsivatch
WSIL-3
























7:00 - Woody Woodpecker




10:30- Big Joke, Little John


















6:30 - BilsW Baptist
7:00- Howse Of Worship
1:30 - Amazing Grace




11.30- Tonnes goo Monthly
1.2:00- Issurpsdi Lasater.





6:00 - Hardy Boys




11:00 - Mew Maskvillions















1:30 - Nashville This Week
2:00- Hews Coafitreace
2:30-Lose Raosger























10:30-111 John, Utile Joke
II :00 - Loma of Lost




4:00- Beanie & Boner
4:30-Ky. Afield























































5:30 - Wild Kingdom
6:00- Hardy Boys





6:50-Fmnn Digest 6:00 - WOWS Semester 6:45 _ Mesmer
7:00-bused, the Meows 7:00-Tony & Sumo 7:00 - Neater?
7:30 - bifre CAI 7:30-Carl Tipton 7:30 - Gospel Jubilee
9:00- Oblate* Gospel 8:00-Jimmy %Mort 8:30 -Pudica,' Devotion
11:30-Day of Discovery 8:30-lames Robins 9:1S- Naiwoltem {tethers











6:00-60 Minutes 7:00- MeClived
7:00-bode 8:30-Movie
7:30 -Sterioad Vocal Band 10:00-Mows
8:00-Movie 10:30-Movie
10:00- Nom



































7:30- Sonia of bolt
8:00-Mop Out Games
8:30-Spice Huts
9:00- let Dept. Cherish
10:00-Come.. Three
10:30- Fowl the Motion
11:00-This is MCP Life
11:30- R011giellS Special
12:30-klimer's
12:50- Marisa for Wee» Heat
12:55-Wend be Nand




















9:00 - Andy Griffith
930-Your Own Time
10:00-Don No Show
10:30 - Happy Days
11 00 - Mews Center 2
11.30 -All My Child.
12:00 - Ryan's Hine
12:30 -Family Feud
1:00-120,000 Pyramid
1:30- One Life to Live
2:00-Gent Hose.
2:15-General Hospital
LOO - Edge of Night
/eV- Brody Bonds
4:00 - Big Volley
5:00-ABC News















4:00 IA -lb MGM floe.
4:00 F- Walkys Workshop
4:30 F-Elearnt















11:30- The Nona Skew
12:30-Days of Our Lives
1:30-Doctors
2:00- Another Work'

















11:00- Towns And Rest





2:00-Al le Tito hesily
2:30-Match Game
3:170 - Gomm Pyle













11:00- Mame that Tone
11:30-levers & Friends
12:00-Mows























I :30- Gilding Light









1 ri GUIDE FOR MONDAY
WNGE-2
6: 30 - Doily
WSIL-3
S: 30 - Cactus Pete
WSM-4 1 WTVF-5
'6:30- Tell The Troth





















10:30 - Adam 12
11:00 - St. of Son Fres'.

































7:30- Laverne & Shirley
8:00-Movie
10:00- Mowswortds




































8:00 - Peace Wane















TV bUIDE FOR WEDNESDAY
• WNGE-2
6:30 - leollrrood Selman













,9:00 - CPO Shw7k9T
Time 1
KFVS-12










































































12:00- Thmerrea 9:011-Berealry locos
9 :00- West side titeorecal
10:00- Mewswetch























TV GUIDE FOR FRIDAY
WNGE-2
6: 30 - Nashville On load
TOO- Morns
10:00- lisivriwortch
10: 30 - Adam 12
11:00 Beretta
12:00 Movie
1:30 - PTE Club11:37
3 30 -- Wormed'
. . •
WSIL-3 •
5: 30 - Cactus Pete
6:15-  Mews







•7:00- Soeford L Soo




10:30 - Tonight Show
.12:00- Midnight Specie,
WTVF-5




















7:30-Chico & Tho Man
8:40 - Rockford Rim,
9:00- Delon
I 10:00-New,
10:30 - Teeight Show






artists these days such as
John Denver. But as far as
folk rock is concerned Dan
F,i.lelburg is perhaps my
favorite. His latest Lp is en-
titled "Nether Lands" and it is
one -of the 'best Fogelburg
albums I've heard. On top of
that, the Lp is in the top fifteen
of the nation's record charts.
The best cut on the entire
album is the title cut, "Nether
Lands." Fogelburg's strong






Vonnegut: A Self Interview"
:Author Kurt Vonnegut In-
terviews himself. WARNING:
Due to the sensitive language
in this program listener
discretion is advised!
lop. m. Nightflight 91 Heard
Monday through Friday, this
four hour program of album
rock tonite features Pablo
Cruise on -Cosmic Con-
nections" at 12:30. At Mid-
night on "Backtrack" Bob
Dorr illusIrates with music
the growth and development
*of Crosby, Stills & Nash from
the era of the Woodstock






-Camelot," "We're In The
Money" and "Lullaby of
Broadway" plus many more
are featured. Last week's
Beatles program which was
pre-empted will be aired at a
later date.
I p. m. WKMS Saturday
Opera "Otello" by Verdi, an
opera in four acts performed
by The Berlin Philharmonic
and The Chorus of the Deut-
sche Opera, Berlin, Herbert
Von Karajan conducting.
Sunday, July 31
7 p. m. Voices In The Wind
Is a child prodigy guaranteed
success as an adult? Not
according to guests on the new
season's first installment of
"Voices In The Wind:" The
popular arts magazine hosted
by Oscar Brand, begins its
fourth year on National Public
Radio A 14-year-old pianist
who insists he's not a prodigy,
and a 32-year-old counterpart
who says he definitely was,
hold similar views about their
experiences.
10 p. m. Jazz Horizons In-
cludes "Jaiz Revisit-err -at 10
and "Jazz Unlimited" at
Midnight when Paul Anthony
discusses with Tim Eyermann
what a beginning musician
has to do to break out of the
local music scene.
Monday, August 1
7p. m. Options In Education
Part two of "Portrait of an
American Teacher"
10 p. m. Nightflight 91
Album Rock, Monday through
Friday until 2 a. m.
Top Hits
By The Associated Press
Here are the top 10 singles
and albums as compiled by
Billboard magazine.
TOP 10 SINGLES
1, I JUST WANT TO BE
YOUR EVERYTHING- Andy
Gibb (RSO)
2: I'M IN YOU- Peter
Frampton (A&M)
3. BEST OF MY LOVE-
Emotions (Columbia)
4. MY HEART BELONGS
TO ME- Barbra -Streisand
(Columbia)
5. DO YOU WANNA MAKE
LOVE- Peter McCann (20th
Century)
6. DA DOO RON RON-Shaun
Cassidy ( Warner-Curb)
7. HIGHER AND HIGHER-
Rita Coolidge (A&M4 7
'8. EASY- Commodores-
( Motown )
9. WHATCHA GONNA DO?-
Pablo Cruise (A&M)
10. YOU AND ME- Alice












• and regular disdlay,
must be submitted

















requested to check the





ANY ERROR SHOULD BE
REPORTED IMMEDIATE
Is Y SO PLEASE CHECK
YOUR AD CAREFULLY
AND NOTIFY US PROM
PTLY IN CASE OF AN
ERROR
4. KISS- Love Gun
(Casablanca)
5. CROSBY, STILLS &
NASH -CSN (Atlantic.
6. BARRY MANILOW- Live
(Arista)
7. STEVE MILLER BAND-
Book Of Dreams ( Capihol)
8. JAMES TAYLOR- JT
(Columbia)




Did You Know ...
KET is the second largest
public television network in
tl:Ve world. Japan has the larg-
est.
Tuesday, August 2
7 p. m. National Town
Meeting "Food costs, Farm
Prices & USDA Policy" with
Senator Henry Bellmon and
Joseph B. Danzansky,
President ot Want toods.
Wednesday, August 3
7 p. m. Options "Helen
Burns, Actress" talks with
Connie Goldman about the
process of developing a role,
what happens to that
character when the play
closes and the challenges and
frustrations of performing.
Thursday, litigust.4
, 7 p. m. Pauline Frederick &
Colleagues Pauline, who was a
former NBC correspondent, is
now NPR's foreign affairs
analyst and interviews people
in this field.
7:30 p..m. From The Record
Library Carefully selected
classical pieces from the
library of the Murray State
Department of Music..
Harmony.is at perfection on
"Dancing Shoes" and "Once
Upon A Time," "Loose Ends"
shows Fogelburg's versatility
not only on vocals but on the
piano, acoustic guitar, pipe
organ dnd slide guitar.
"Sketches" is a unique cut
in that it deals with two
seasons of the year - summer
and winter. This shows that
Fogelburg is not only a great
singer but a poet as well.
If this keeps up, Dan
Fogelburg just might replace
John Denver.
. Andrew Gold
The Eagles had a great
personality to back them up on
their American tour this year
in the form of Andrew Gold.
Gold's latest and first album
"What's Wrong With This
Picture?" has many of the
artist's original compositions
as well as some old standards.
The hit single, "Lonely
Boy" is the only reason 'for
Gold's success - in fact, the
radio has played the song to
death. Gold ds superb on
Vocals and ori,the piano on this
one.
"Firefly" is artother great
cut that has -great acoustic
guitars - the result of a Well
produced Lp. There are some
old standards such as "Do
Wah Diddy" and the famous
Four Seasons hit - "Stay."
It looks like a good start for
Andrew but can he keep
















The torgesh Selection of Topes ond Albums in thls ore°
TV Service Center





that really works! ktio
Pharmacist Dan Smith of
Burger's Drug Store in St.
Charles, Illinois is a NaturSlim
"believer" after losing 18 pounds
in just two weeks. After hear-
ing so much about the NaturSlirn.
program from customers and seeing
the excellent results they were
having, Dan decided to try it himself
"In my many years as a pharmacist, I've
seen and tried numerous weight-loss plans,
but none have worked as well for me as NaturSlim
And NaturSlim is very nutritional too!"
After three months, Dap has not regained any of the lost
pounds either, as so often happens when "rebounding" from star-
vation diet plans. He maintains his weight by taking NaturSlim
once daily . . and eating normally otherwise.
Dan says, "It was surprisingly easy, to& I didn't have to attend
any weigh-ins, starve myself or do any special exercises"'
With thr. NaturSlim program, there are no shots, drugs or long
lists of forbidden foods. In fact, you are encouraged to eat a
normal, well-balanced dinner every day.
The next time you are in the St. Charles area, stop by Burger's
Drugs and see Dan yourself. He'll tell you personally what he
thinks about NaturSlim'
- Si at U
DO a nutritional aid to
healthful weight reduction
Available at finer drug stores everywhere.
,
Holland Drugs
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2. Notice
PLANNING A vacation?
$400 worth of Americana
Hotel tickets to pay for
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I THINK THE WORD'S OUT











written for our learning,
that we through
patience and comfort of
the scriptures might
have hope." We invite
you to our bible study,
Friday evenings non-
denominational af-
filiated with God only.
For further information
753-0984.
e 1,1 a n t
You
For out next (las%
Our nest sosenetokno
class will begin on
August 1S It you are in-
terested in starting this
class please taN us and
sire up an appointment
tot an UifcivW It “saa
bye out of town please
call us collect
We are approved by
ky State Board ot
Cosmetology S A ap-
proved approved tor
rehabilitation and a







bring us yours for extra
copies. Made from any
size into any size.
Wallets low as 24 cents, 8
x 10 $2.40. Fast service.
Artcraft, 118 South 12th,
753-0035. Free parking
lot, use our rear en-
trance.
Would you Mks to rids
OW Pooch Bus to Sun-
day Schad and mor-
ning worship services
at
Sink* Swing Baptist Cksrck
Bus Driver For July,
Mickey Boggess, 753-
6270 w




Aid Sales. Free service
on all makes. Open 9-1
daily, Monday-Friday.
Beltone of Benton, 1200
Poplar St., Benton, Ky.
Phone 527-8463.




prices on all pottery and
wrought iron stands.
Wholesale prices on




















Agency. Write to: Box
644, Milan, TN 38358.








3 Card Of Thanks
Sometimes in the rush
of business life we fail
to say thanks loud
enough. Please accept
our appreciation and
sincere thanks for let-
ting us serve you the
past three years. You
can be sure that your















body and paint man.
Pay based on Com-
mission. Management
opportunity may, be
open in near future.
Management pay also
based on commission.
Call for appointment or
contact Gary W.
Thomas at Cadiz Body
Shop, Highway 68 East.
Phone 522-9990 or 522-
3927.
BABYSITIER - full time.
Pleasant surroundings,
no t.ousework. Must love
children. Call for ap-
pointment, 753-8140.
HELP WANTED -

























- Inn, Murray, Ky. Apply
in person.








e:s.24.4 you care to eat."
II Music By
"THE BOOTLEGGERS" .. Tees. Fri.,Sat. Nights
0.4 411W 4W, 41111.•
"A fish feast of all
not






SOUP & SALAD BAR
Homode Biscuits &
FRIED CHICKEN Sorghum Molasses
OPENING SEPTEMBER. 1 5tb. .
Sonny & Veda's GENERAL STORE









SAIN is locstril at Porches, ?whitey & 14iways IS Si ei






*rush 25 cents and self
addressed stamped
em elope Bestco, 3209











up man. Call 753-6038.
WANTED: MATURE
lady to care for 11 month
old baby, Monday
through Friday, 9:00 a.
m. to 5:00 p. m.
References required.






Personal aitiiiivria only •
be .8 years of cute or 0..
510 Mon




WANT TO BUY used air
conditioner. Call Dill
Electric, 753-9104 or 753-
1551.
TWO LOTS just North of
city limits. Call 753-8500.
• GAS REFRIGERATOR
and junk air con-
ditioners. Call 474-2748,
or 474-8848.
LOT ZONED for duplex
or apartment complex.
Will consider buying lot
with old house. Must be
in city. Call 753-8500.
WOULD LIKE to buy
registered wire haired
Fox Terrier puppy. Call
7534669.
15 Articles for Sale
OAK AND HICKORY
seasoned tobacco sticks
for sale. Call 901-247-
3318.
PEA SHELLERS by
Magic Fingers. Shells 2
bushels an hour, 29.88.
Wallin Hardware, Paris,
Tenn.
SHINGLES $13.50 sq. Roll
roofing $6.50 ea., 15 lb.
felt $5.00. Plywood 3/4"
at $9.00. 2 x 4's at 65
cents ea. Paneling 4 x 8
sheets over 80 selections
starting at $2.95 ea.
Wood Spindles at 5 cents
per inch. Paint,.
Styofoam insulation -
and 1" 4 x 8 sheets.
Doors starting at $5.00
ea. Bathroom vanities
and wall board. Tomato
stat-es at 6 cents per ft.
New shipment of safes
from $2500 and up. Used
office desks starting at
140.00. used office chairs
starting at $10.00. Steel
pipe several sizes at 15
cents a lb. Closet cedar 4
x 8 sheets for $3.75 to
$6.00. Fiberglass at 12
cents to 27 cents per sq.
ft. for green houses,
patios, carports, skir-
ting for average trailer
$60.00. Ross Si Tuck
Salvage Mdse. Inc. P.O.
Box 88 Martin. Tn. 38237,
phone 901-587-2420. Open
on Sat. until 3:00.
-Lorry PILE, free from
soil is the carpet cleaned
with Blue Lustre. Kent
electric shampooer. Big
K, Bel Aire Shopping
Center.






15 Articles For Sale
TOBACCO AND tomato
sticks, 13 cents each.
Call 489-2126 or 435-4263.
12 H. P. GILSON lawn
mower. Power lift. 49
inc. cut. Call 753-4705.
RUSTON III piggyback
amplifier, like new. Also
Spitz puppy, male,
shots. Call 7594640. •
FOUR s• QUART Hobart
mixers, less than 2 years










sizes, all densities. Cut
to your specs. West Ky.




and chair, $50. Gold
crush velvet
Mediterranean style
sofa, $50. 'Call 753.8103.
MUST SELL electric
stove, $40. Hair dryer,
good condition, $5.00.
Makeup mirror, good,
$5.00. Call 489-2770 or
753-7203.
1974 G. E. FREEZEg. 21
Cu. ft. upright. Perfect
condition. Under
warranty. $775. Call 753-
0987.
SERTA BOX springs and
mattress, Queen size.
Call 474-8842 after 6 p.
m.
ANTIQUE MAHOGANY
dining table and six







desks, bar stools, also
big savings on all
kedding. Check with us
before you buy.
Carraway Furniture,
106 N. 3rd, 753-1502.
17 Vacuum Cleaners
ELECTROLUX SA











209 Colors of Pater-
nayan needlepoint
yarns, 9 cents strand or
$1.70 °mice (of one
color). 129 colors Elsa.
Williams crewel em-
broidery yarns. Com-
plete color ling of
Columbia Minerva 4 ply
yarns, Hardanger and
Aida cloth for counted
thread embroidery.
Three types._ linen on
bolts. Complete line
latch hook rug patterns
and yarns. Kits and
complete line of ac-
cessories for each
needle art or needle
work. 15 per cent
discount for senior
citizens. Free lessons in
all needlearts. Time:
Monday thru Saturday




' Boat. 65 H. P. $1000.00.
Call 354-8052.
14' EPTIDE runabout, 55
h. p. Evinrude. Call 753-
9333.
JOHNSON base station,
$80. 1200, 1100 tennis
rackets, $20. and 425. 17'
astroglass with 115
Mercury, fully equipped
with Star custom trailer.
Camper top, $30. Call
7534632.
• m FT. PONTOON boat,
. no motor, 1350. Calf 753-
• 8068 days, or 436-2562
5.
P401 12 THE MURRAY, Ky LEDGER I. TIM
E', Friday, July 19, 1977
14' GLASTRbN, Johnson
motor, trailer, $450. 8'
pool table, $200. Upright
freezer, $100. Call 753-
9400.
-  -- -
FOR SALE
CABIN CRUISER, 26





al 6 Cylinder engine.
Cleanest boat on
lake. $6995.00. May







:payments on like new







1.9.11 Costly No.* 111•••*$
Kelly's Termite
& Pest Control
11•No orom1•41 row 21
Tows Dv •aPf 21" 
'jib
isInosiod






TWO BURIAL lots in the





made any size for an-
tique beds or campers.
Buy direct and save on
all mattresses,
Healthopedic or foam.









pre cooking, no pealing.





SIBLE party to take up
payments on 25" color
T. V. J and B Music, 753-
7575
REALISTIC NAVAHO
Pro CB base station with
Turner plus 2 power
mike. Call 753-6614.
27 Mobile Home Sales
FOR SALE - 12 x 60
Windsor. Good con-
dition. Lots of cabinets
and large closets, solid
walnut paneling. Most
furniture including
washer and dryer to
stay. Call 753-9785 after 4
p. m.
1974 DOUBLE WIDE 3
bedroom mobile home.
In Riviera Cts., Par-
tially furnished. Phone
762-2896 days or 753-6776
after 5:30 p. m.
12 x 60 ON large lot, $8600.
Call 753-0807
12x58 NEW MOON, 3
bedroom, underpinned,
all electric. Call 753-
9829.
MOBILE HOME 10 x 52
Vindale air conditioned
and furnished. Nice.
Price $2750. Call 753-
2762.
1976 14 x 52 New Moon
mobile home: Extra
nice. Party is moving.
Call 753-4034.
1972, 12 x 65, 2 bedroom
trailer. All electric. Two
bath. Call after 5, 436-
2277.
1971, 24 x 64 DOUBLE
wide 3 bedrootn, 2 bath,
set up on lot. Will sell
with or without lot. Call
489-2787 or 753-7468.
12 x 60 HOLLYPAFtK
mobile home, central





12 x 60 TWO bedroom
mobile home on acre lot.
Three miles East of
Murray on 280. $8500.
Call 753-0827.
1973 MOBILE HOME, 14
x 60, all electric, 2
bedrooms, carpet
throughout, good con-
dition, very nice. Call
4374290 or 437-4752.
29. Mobile Home Rentals
WATERFRONT LOTS
for trailer on waters














ONE 12 x 60 house trailer.
Air condition on water





MURRAY S ONLY CERTIFIED RESIDENTIAL BROKER
THE DR. RALPH WOODS HOME
Located on a spacious street-to-street lot is a
roomy tri-level with many outstanding features.
The lot runs from Main to Farris with beautiful
shade trees and shrubbery. This nine room
home has four bedrooms, three and a half baths,
huge living room and family room, and eleven,
that's flight, eleven closets. Central gas heat,
central electric air conditioning. Fireplace,
fireplace set, disposal, built in range, and dish-
washer. Divided two car garage plus 10 by 23
workshop. This home is in excellant condition.
DONALD R TUCKER A FUtt SERVICE REAL ESTATE FIRM
502 Maple, Murray, Ky. 753-4342
4 Professional Salespeople to Serve You
NIGHTS, WEEK ENDS HOLIDAYS
Joe L. Kennon  436 5676
Chuck Shuffett  753-4560
Patricia Miller  753-7550
Donald R. Tucker, C.R.B. .  153-1930
Member Multi listing Service and Murray Calloway County Board of Realtor.
mtak. X 31-11 X 3IC
29. Mobile Hoilit Rentals
MOBILE HOMES and
mobile home spaces for




sisting of 2 rooms and
bath, central heat and
air. Phone 753-3744 days
or 753-0614 nights.
31 Want To Rent
TWO OR THREE
bedroom house or house
trailer. In or near town
Call 753-0867
WANT TO RENT a





needs house in country.
Call 436-2533.
32 Apartments For Rent
FURNISHED . EF-
FICIENCY apartment












Street. Close to campus.
Furnished. For in-
formation call 7534451.







Located five miles from






PALOMINO 9 year old
mare, American saddle
breed. Call 436-5412.
ONE YEAR old boar. call
436-2531.
38 Pets Supplies
FOR SALE St. Bernard
puppies. Call 767-4840.
40 Produce
FRESH IOWA Chief corn





bushel. Call 753-8127 or
436-2753.
41 Public Sales
YARD SALE - Moving
1707. Olive Street
Saturday ONLY -July 30














Sale - Thursday and
Friday on Wiswell Road.
HUGE YARD SALE at
Unique Boutique Tri
City, Highway 94 West of
Murray. Starts Satur-







8-2. Everything you can













after 6 p. m.





puppies. Four males, 2
females. $65-$70. Call
753-3030.
THREE RED Irish Setter
puppies. Registered and
3 months old. $50 each.
Call 753-886 or 753-9457.
ARC PO DLE pups,
black, 1 male, one
female. $25 each. Call
436-2745.
ARC APRICOT Poodle, 6
weeks old. Call 753-9218.
40 Produce
PURPLE HULL peas on




Clothing of all sizes. '2
mile from Aurora on
Hlghway 80.
THREE PARTY Yard
Sale. Saturday July 30, 9




tires, etc. No sale if rain.
1514 Henry Street.
CARPORT SALE -
Saturday, July 30, 8 a.
m. to 5 p. m. Lots of
items. 2'2 miles East of
Murray in East Y Manor
Subdivision at Highway
94 east and 280. Follow'
signs.
FOUR PARTY Yard
Sale, Saturday, July 30,
1804 Coldwater Road. 9









GARAGE SALE, North of
Post Office at Hardin.
July 27 through July 30.
YARD SALE - Saturday
8-4. 803 Sunny Lane.
Clothes, some
glassware, some books.
YARD SALE - Saturday
July 30, 8 til ? Just off
Sycamore on Drive In
Theatre Road. In case of
rain will be held the
following Saturday.
CARPORT SALE '2 mile
from Don and Donna's
Grocery on Pottertown
Road. Look for sign.
Friday and Saturday,
July 29 and 30.
1974 Dodge Dart Sports Coupe, double power and
air, low mileage, red & white extra clean.
1973 Cadillac Eldorado convertible, "a collectors
item."
1977 Oldsmobile Omega Coupe, all equipment,
16,000 miles.
1976 Buick Regal, 2 door hard top, all the extras,
extra nice.
1977 Pontiac Grand Prix, low mileage, extra
nice
1977 Oldsmobile Cutlass Spreme Coupe, all the
extras, hatch roof.
End of Year Sale
On New Cars
Good Used Cars Needed
PURDOM
Ms • Poetise • Cadillac
--S•11011ed Cwoleiewts Are Otw
oteam Cotteitwe
III* West Oda 753-5315
41 Public Sales
YARD SALE Saturday,
IlrOuly 30, 20.4 1Noodlawn
Many furniture items,










property or 1 family
dwelling, large lot, 414
South 10th Street or call
753-0833.
REAL'









room, 3 bedroom brick,
3 miles westof city just




gas heat and electric
air, cyclone fenced rear
yard and patio, garage,
extra 100 ft. $36,200. Call




BOAT A LOT? Buy a lot!
This is one of the few
good Ky. Lake water-
front lots left. It has
approximately 160 ft. of
water frontage with
good year round water
depth. Beautifully
wooded and just off
paved road, owner has








Center. Reduced to sell,
house in excellent
condition, many large
shade trees, 3 bedrooms,
dining room, 2 car
garage. Waldrop Real







rental income. . . 110'
road frontage in the city.
. . For more information
call LORETTA JOBS
REALTORS at 753-1492.
WE HAVE listed some
choice water front
property. The water
front lots are on the
main body of the lake.
Each has good access.
Lots are restricted to
homes only. Each are
reasonably priced.
Also, nine acres at
Cypress Creek. This
tract has a large amount
of frontage on the lake.
This has many good
building sites. John C.
Neubauer, Realtor, 505
Main St., Murray. 753-









brick ranch home, just
listed at 1711 Keenland.
This charming home has
central heat and air,
lovely yard, and 44
c el lent location in quiet,
friendly neighborhood.






BUY at new price,
$27,500. Three bedroom
brick and bath, with
dining room and at-
tached garage on
beautiful shaded lot.
With plum trees and 12 x
15 storage building, near




44 lots For Sale
BEAUTIFUL WOODED
lot in Sherwood Forest.
Dogwood background.
120' x 190'. $3500. Ad-
joining lot available to
make a large yard for
family living. Call 753-
5717.
44 lots for Sale
BUILDING LOTS,
average dimensions are
100' x 380'. Your choice
of five (5) for $2,750
each. Located on the
East side of US-641, 5
rm. South of Murray.
Call STINSON REALTY
CO., phone 753-3744.
06 Homes For Sale
ONE YEAR OLD 3
bedroom home at 1803
Westwood Drive.
bath, all electric, built-
in stove, disposal, dish-
washer, large eat in
kitchen, plenty of
closets, pantry in kit-
chen, 2 utility rooms,
patio and carport.
Backyard fenced in.
Close to school. Low
30's. Call 753-0968.
BY OWNER, 3 or 4
bedroom, 2 baths,
garage, large laundry
room, wall to wall
carpeting, central heat











bedroom, 2 bath home
which has recently been
redecorated throughout.
An abundance of closets,
spacious garage, a large
backyard with patio are
only a few features of
this attractive home.
Priced in 30's. Phone
KOPPERUD REALTY,
753-1222 for courteous
. and competent Real
Estate Service.
78 ACRE FARM with
approximately 62 ten-
dable acres. Also 25_
ACRES with over 1300
'feet of highway frontage
and priced at $15,000.
THREE BEDROOM
brick home and 23 acres
just listed. Priced in the
40's and a good buy.
Another new listing - 3
bedroom home and 12
acres. Located 712 miles
from Murray. Large
pole barn on property
and all acreage fenced.
Phone KOPPERUD
REAI.TY, 753-1222 for









3 bedroom on wooded
lot, heat purnp, deck,
$229.500.
Executive 3
bedroom, 2 bath, 222





















A Benton Based Firm Serving All West Kentucky
FARMS
CALLOWAY COUNTY
GOT YOUR EYE ON THE FUTURE? Invest
now in this 147 acres in Calloway County that
joins TVA property on Blood River. A sharp
older home plus log cabin to add character. Has
excellent potential for development. 100 Acres
under good fence & has good stand of marketable
timber. Owner will finance below bank rates
with 29% down. $110,000.00.
GOOD COUNTRY STORE in a community that
needs a grocery. Large concrete block building
with counters, shelves, meat box, vegetable box,
cash register, air conditioner, & gas heater. All
for $17,500.
GROCERY STORE & 4 BEDROOM FRAME
HOME on 1/2 acre on New Providence Road, 9
miles S.E. of Murray. Business and 3,4 acre can
be bought separately if desired. Buy both for
$41,500.00.
THIS IS IT - 12 acre mini farm with 2 bedroom
block home that needs some repairs, has good
stock barn. On state Hwy. 10 acres of good
productive bottom land. Reduced to sell
$13,500.00.
DEVELOPERS DREAM - This 12+ acres has 4
bedroom home, a garage type apartment
building, a large warehouse or storage building.
Located in an intersection of blacktop highways
with a gravel road down another side.
BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY
NOT AFRAID OF WORK - A real going business
for the ambitious family. Grossed over
$100,000.00 in '76. Also has 2 story brick home
with 3 bedrooms, 2 baths, dining room, family
room, lots of closets & is carpeted throughout. No
information given on the phone.
39(4 ACRE HORSE FARM - All in pasture with
large horse barn. Extra nice brick ranch home
with living room, dining room, kitchen, 3
bedrooms, 1/2 baths, & utility. Located on Old
Wadesboro Road south of Benton.
WATERFRONT LUXURY - 1.8 acres in
Jonathan Cleek area with beautiful stone home,
wife saving' kitchen, dining room, living room,
family room, 3 bedrooms, 1/2 baths, & sun porch.
Shown by appointment only.
NEW 2 BEDROOM HOME about 4 miles S. E. of
Benton on good blacktop road. City water, ap-
prox. 1/2 acre lot. Shown by appointment only.
Priced at $25,000.00.
ONE YEAR OLD 3 BEDROOM HOME on 1/2
acre lot with lots of trees, especially Dogwood.
Has beautiful maple kitchen cabinets, lots of
closets, & large living room with fireplace.
Located about 10 miles north of Mayfield.
$37,500.00.
76 ACRES located 9 miles north of Mayfield, 30
acres tillable, 20 more could be easily cleared.
Has tobacco barn, burley, dark and air cured
base. $30,500.
ati ACRES located 12 miles 14. E. of Mayfield.
This is timberland that has the timber cut off.
$11,300.00.
64 ACRES with 20 acres of good creek bottom &
10 acres of up-land tillable. Has 3 bedroom brick
home unfinished inside. Located 2 miles south of
Pilot Oak.
8 UNIT APARTMENT BUILDING IN BENTON.
6 units are completely furnished and rented. 2
units are unfinished and used for storage but can
easily be made rentable. Good cash flow on your
investment.
WHY STOP AT ONE? Buy this duplex and let
your renter help make the payments. Each unit
has 2 bedrooms, bath, living room, kitchen-
dining combination. The porch and utility is
shared. Owners unit is completely carpeted.
Renter's unit is furnished. Both are air con-
ditioned. Priced to sell.
THE REPUTATION GOES WITH THIS ONE -
Known throughout W. Ky as McKirn's Orchard
at Calvert City. This includes approx. 40 acres,
mobile home, new shed with 600 S.F. cooling
room, 3 equipment sheds, approx. 1,500 apple
trees, loaded with fruit, 400 peach & nectarine
trees, 40 Damson plum trees, 1975 Ford X68
Ranger, four wheel drive with topper, tractors &
a long list of equipment, fuel tanks, and an assor-
tment of ladders 8i picking stands. 15 acres are
tillable for vegetables or other crops.
NEW 2 BEDROOM BRICK HOME, ready to
move into, central heat & air, carpeted, well con-
structed & arranged. In a good rural community.
Priced to sell. $27,800.00.
60 ACRES IN GRAVES COUNTY approx. 5
miles from Symsonia 1/2 fine row crop, L-2 fine
young timber, Yellow Poplar, Red Oak & White
Oak. $25,000.00.
GOOD ROOMY 3 BEDROOM brick home with
garage on neat easy to maintain lot in Dexter.
Only $25,500.00.
GOOD 2 BEDROOM FRAME HOME with out
buildings on 8 acres of land in good community.
This may be what you have been looking for at
$27,000.00. More land can be bought with this
home for an additional $25,000.00.
We have 43 farms listeerom mini farms to near
400 acres. Choose the size to fit your needs.
The increased volume of real estate transaction
that have transpired in recent months are such
that we have a need for more sales people to
work in the Calloway County Area. We need am-
bitious, qualified, licensed real estate personnel.
WE HAVE FARMS OF ALL SIZES, HOMES, BUILDING LOTS, LAKEFRONT
Se LAKE ACCESS HOMES & LOTS, COMMERCIAL, AND INVESTMENT PROPERTY.
Whatever Your Real Estate Needs.. Cell Us
Quality Realty Co.
Darrell Cope, Broker
337 North Poplar Phone 527-1468
CALLOWAY COUNTY NUMBER 753-9625
PADUCAH NUMBER 443-2312
Atten hours, please call:
Charles Jeffrey  474-2337 Jo* T. Halto
n,  327-3421
Bill Brurnett  527-9921 Charles W. Brien 
 527-1471
Deanne Boyd  362-4751 Bob Watson 
 321-3310
Rob Riley  5274014 V (Alley Orion nor 
 S27-9678






































46 Homes for Sale
NEARLY FINISHED
house in country on 3
acres. VI miles S. E. of
Murray. Good potential,
must sell. Best offer
over, $6,500. Call 436-
2173:
TWO STORY house, 17
acres timber, 3 acres
pasture, fruit trees,
dogwoods. 3000 plus sq.




family, game and utility
rooms. 212 baths. Seven





formal living room, and
dining room, kitchen
with all new appliances.
Den with fireplace.
Double car garage. All
on large wooded lot.
Priced in 50's. Call -753-
9850 or 753-3672.
NEW FOUR bedroom 2
story house. Close to
schools. Lots of extras.
Must see to appreciate.
Call 753-3903.
FRAME HOUSE, 4 rooms
:downstairs and 2 up-
stairs. With large lot, 215
•South llth Street or call
153-0833.
BY OWNER - 1307
'Doran Rd. Eight room, 2
story brick home on I
and one-third acre




and oven, and dish-
washer. Den which may




spacious closets, 2 car
garage and large patio.
Call 759-1165 or 753-1338.
ROOMY THREE
bedroom house. Two








Grove. Easy access to
schools and churches.
Call 435-4586.
46 Homes For Sale
LEAVING SOON, last
chance to buy large
house. Adjoining
University, 201 N. 16th.
Call 753-9799.
TWO STORY house in
Hazel, 9 rooms, bath and
large garage on corner
lot. Make offer. Call 753-
7415.
FOUR ROOMS plus bath
and sun room. House
nice inside and out. Four
miles out South 121. Call
753-7948.
47 Motorcycles




bike, like new with




Honda 550 four with
windjammer. Call 753-
2226.
1975 HONDA 750, 3700
miles, like new, loaded
with extras. $1650.00 or
will trade for small car
or truck of equal value.
Call 753-5267, after 5 p.
m. 753-8721.
HONDA 350, red, perfect
condition. Call 753-7947
or 753-8182.
DT 250 YAMAHA Enduro.











9. Used Cars 8 Trucks
1967 MUSTANG, ex-
cellent shape. Inside and




FM tape deck, good
condition. Call 753-7699.
FOR SALE 1973 Cutlass
Supreme, power and air.
Call 753-0131 before 3:00
p. m. or after 9:00 p. m.
 1963 FORD FAIRLANE,
Straight shift, 1964
Chevy Chevelle, 4 door,
straight shift. Can be
seen at 401 South 5th,
McClures Garage. Call
753-0170.
49 Used Cars & Trucks
1972 YAMAHA 80, electric
start, excellent shape,
$235. 1972 Vega, new
clutch, $425. Double
oven gas range, $120.
Call 753-5206.
1976 VW RABBIT agate
brown. Excellent
condition. Call 753-9250.
1969 FORD TORINO, 351




$150. Call 753-7861 9 to 5.
1972 FORD 12 ton pickup.
Excellent condition.
Good tires. Completely
-et-equipped. $1700 or best
offet. Call 759-1054.
1968 FORD 3,4 ton. Call
753-0762.
1973 J-4000 JEEP truck.
Power steering, air
condition and custbm
cab. Call after 5, 435-
4325.
1973 VW STATION
wagon, 1966 Ford pickup
truck with new paint,
1966 Mustang. Call 753-
8780.
1966 MUSTANG Fast-
back, new tires, front
end, shocks, nice in-
terior. Good mechanical
condition. $1000. Black














1975 LINCOLN town car,




Extra nice, loaded. Low
miles. Call 753-2438.
1969 MUSTANG ,in good
condition. Located in





Moored, reedy to um. Or boya Wield end MVO. Complete sad
reedy to eseemble up to 24160 steemlwd, bet will meat way she
needed. Shop 141. rerr Hive ciis. a Castes 111411 mml bury the best










panel truck, V-8, 4
speed, 3:4 ton, runs good.
Call 753-3944.
1973 FORD LTD. Ex-
cellent mechanical
condition, low mileage,








  1968 CHEVROLET
 A pickup, straight shift,
air condition, good
condition. Also topper




44 Townhouse type apartments three years old,
in Barkley Kentucky Lake Area, 100% oc-
cupancy, 1976, good return, site has room for ex-
pansion. Call for details.
DEVELOPERS OPPORTUNITY
20.9 Acres, prime land, it mile south of Oaks
Country Club. Plat approved and recorded.
Priced to sell.
Why worry about lay-offs and unemployment.
Have your own security. Buy this established
grocery and restaurant on Hwy. 121. Use the
apartment above the building for your own living
quarters or rent for added income. Let us show
you this today.
COMMERCIAL BUILDING LOTS
758 Foot Frontage, 400 foot depth on Highway
121, one mile from City Limits of Murray. Will








1969 NOVA Coupe, 307
motor, 2 speed,
automatic, new paint.
Call 762-4431 between 7
a. m. and 3 p. m.
1976 1, TON Chevrolet
van, white, less than
year old, 37,000 miles.
New set of Goodyear















vertible, 4 speed, air,
AM-FM, custom front
end and paint. Call 753-
7670.
1971 TORINO GT. PcAver
steering, air, 2 door
hardtop. Dark Green.







Call 753-5827 or 753-9618.
PAINTING, INTERIOR,
exterior. Also dry wall
finishing. 10 years ex-
perience. Call 436-2563,
Ralph Worley.
9" Or lea SendKelll c 1-21
"THAT/6 OUR ESTIMATE, THE
ACTUAL COST WILL 13E A GREAT
DEAL MORE."










$3600. Call 762-2906 days
or 753-9567 evenings.
'
1960 FORD pick-up truck,
$275.00. 1963 Chevy II
station wagon, 9
passenger, double












124 and Route 68, Cadiz,
Ky, Call 522-8507.
SMALL PULL type
camping trailer, sleeps 2
adults and 1 child. $395.
Good condition. Call 435-
4433.
1973 OPEN ROAD motor
home, excellent con-
dition. Cab air and roof






SALES located 4 miles
East of Murray, on
Highway 94 toward
Kenlake. Both new and
used. Bank financing
available. Open 7 days
per week. Call 753-0605.
51 Services Offered
ELECTRICAL WIRING






ficient service. NO Job





roofs sealed, and Alcoa
aluminum house siding
& trim. Call Jack
Glover, 753-1873 after 5
or weekends.
LICENSED ELEC-
TRICIAN and gas in-
stallation will do
plumbing, heating and








DOZER WORK, all kinds.
Call Lyons Brothers,
Jimmie 759-1062 or L. W.
(Dub) 474-2264.
PAINTING, interior and
exterior. By the hour or













steam or dry foam
method. Servicemaster
has been cleaning the
finest homes for over 30
years, and are Number 1
in the professional
cleaning business today.
For a special in-
troductory offer for July






or monthly. Call Ser-
vicemaster. 753-0259
today.
FOR YOUR septic tank
and backhoe work
needs. Also septic tank
cleaning. Call John




*HOSPITAL SUPPLIES FOR RENT AND SALE,




Like new 3 bedroom, 2 bath home in exclusive
neighborhood. Quality is the name of this home.














struction Co., Route 2,
Box 409A. Paducah, Ky.






systems, top soil, gravel
and lime stone, ditching















5429 after 4 p. m.
NEED TREES cut, or
light hauling. Call 753-
4707.
ELECTRICAL WIRING -
home or industrial. Call
Charles Coolcsey after 6
p. m. 436-5896.
LAM Blacktopping, seal








436-2712 after 6 p.m.
GENERAL BACKHOE
work, gravel hauling











WILL BABYSIT in my
home for children 3





FENCE SALES at Sears
now. Call Doug Taylor




by Sears save on -these
high heat and cooling
bills. Call Doug Taylor






Doug Taylor at 753-2310
for free estimntes.
QUALITY SERVICE
Company Inc. Air con-











Have you always wanted a
real LOG Nemo, hLth' "
Now eat huh' How about




WILL HAUL LIME or
white rock or sand. Call
753-6763, Roger Hutson, FREE MOTHER cat and






Steam clean one room at
8 cents per sq. ft. and we
will clean the hallway
free, limit 4 x 10. A 10' x
10' room would only be
$8.00. Call 753-0359. •
54 free Column
SIX FREE long haired,
kittens. Call 436-5650.
FREE - LOCUST Post
logs. Call 759-1117.





III Realtor Pat MobleyPURDOM and THURMAN REAL ESTATEgteal'Estate
SINGLE HOMEOWNERS GROWING
List year 15% of all FHA-
insured mortgages on
existing homes were made
to single persons. And the
rate of single homeowners is
growing annualh
N you're a renting single
and this thought has oc-
curred to you, you have
some hard thinking to do
before you decide to make
the plunge.
Not everybody is suited for
the responsibilities of
ownership. It's t SCI7OUS
commitment. YuiI find
yourself worrying about
things hke local tax rates,
real estate values, trash
collection schedules, and a
variety of maintenance
chores.
On the plus side, it's a rare
homeowner who doesn't
feel a tingle of pride in
ownership, and who doesn't
gain satisfaction from wat-
ching his or her equity grow
month by month. And at in-
come tax time. there's that
nice glow you feel as you
chop the cost of mortgage
interest and property taxes
off the top of your taxable
income_not to mention the
overwhelming opportunity
for a decent profit when it
comes time to set
Consulting with
about their real estate needs
is our specialty Drop by Pur-
dom & Thurman on the
court square or call Pat
Mobley 713-4451 or 753-
8958. We're here to help!
PeoP6:
Make Money By Saving!
1. How can you make money?
"Ans. You can make money by gathering up all those unwanted and unneeded items that are
gathering dust in your basement, attic and garage and putting them up for sale.
2. How can you save money?
Ans. You can save money by taking advantage of the gigantic classified ad sale that the classified
ad department of the Ledger & Times is having during the month of August to sell all those items
you have gathered together.
3. How good a business person are you?
Ans. You can prove that you are good in business by running your, busirtess advertising on the
Classified Pages of the Ledger & Times during the month of August. Every fourth day your
classified ad will run FREE regardless of size. This means that you save the entire cost of your ad
every fourth day. Prices remain the same as usual and you receive all the usual discounts. If you
are a regular customer of the classified section and your advertising is already scheduled for
August you will automatically receive the benefits from this sale,
4. What are the details of this sale?
Ans. The sale is open to everyone;
The Sale is open to everyone, for every
section on the classified page, small
reader, ads or classified display ads as long
as they meet the following requirements:
Ads. must run three consecutive days.
v No changes will be made in copy.
v Paid days will run first.
v No rebate will be given if ad is cancelled before -eV-
piration.
All standard rates on classified display and classified ads
















5. What do you gain from this sale?
Ans. YOU SAVE MONEY. There is no way you can lose it you sell the item you advertise. You save
money on your business advertising and gain the advantage of advertising in the most well read
section of the newspaper. The amount of money you can save is determined only by the amount
of adiertiSing you decide to do
TAKE ADVANTAGE Of THIS SALE AND SAVE:
Call 753-1916 or 753-1917 to place your ad.
- 










The funeral for Bryan
Eaker is being held today at
two p. in. at the chapel of the
Max Churchill Funeral Home
with the Rev. Hoyt Owen
officiating and with Mrs.
Oneida White as organist and
soloist.
Serving as pallbearers are
Claude Lancaster, Billy
Murdock, Phillip Murdock,
Dan Miller, Albert Lee West,
and Joe Pat Futrell. Burial
will follow in the Murray City
Cemetery. •
Mr. Eaker. ag,e 79, a
resident of Hopkinsville,
formerly of the Lynn Grove
community, died Wednesday
at seven p. in. at the Jennie
Stuart Hospital, Hopkinsville.
He was a member of St. John's
United Methodist Church at
Hopkinsville, was a veteran of
World War I, and a member of
the WOW.
He is survived by his wife,
Mrs. Irene Armstrong Eaker,
and one son, Bob Eaker,
Hopkinsville; one sister, Mrs.
Edward Cushman, Cincinnati,
Ohio; one brother, William T.
Eaker, Murray; three
grandchildren, Leigh Ann,
Bill, and Don Eaker; one





Funeral services for Mrs.
Ben I Willodean ) Grogan of
1715 Magnolia, Murray, will
be held Saturday at ten a.m. at
the chapel of the J. H. Chur-
chill Funeral Home with the -
Rev. Julian Warren 'of-
ficiating. Interment will
follow in the Murray City
Cemetery.
Friends may: call at the
funeral home.
Mrs. Grogan, age 46, died
Wednesday at 6:15 p.m. at the
Baptist Memorial Hospital,
Memphis, Tn., where she had
been hospitalized since last
Saturday after being stricken
ill at her home on Friday
night.
The Murray woman was a
member of the First United
Methodist Church, and was a
graduate of the Murray
Training School. Born March
22, 1931, in Calloway County,
she was the daughter of Eulis
Goodwin and the late Livy
Miller Goodwin.
Survivors include her
husband, Ben Grogan, and one
son, Allan Grogan, Murray;
one daughter, Mrs. Dale
(Denise) Willis, Washington
Court House, Ohio; her father.
Eulis Goodwin, and one
brother, Ralph Goodwin,
Dexter Route One; one sister,




Mrs. Lois Ransom, widow of
Vester 0. Ransom, died
Friday at Murfreesboro, Tn.,
where she harimade her home
for the past three y6rs. She
and her late husband operated
a boat dock on Kentucky Lake
near Murray for many years.
The deceased was 70 years
of age and is survived by one
stepson, Dr. Robert G.
Ransom, and two step
granddaughters, Sarah Jane
Ransom and I,oretta Ann
Ransom, all of Murfreesboro,
-Tn.
Funeral services will be
held Sunday at two p.m. at the
chapel of the Roberts Funeral
Home, Mayfield, with the Rev.
Dr. John Huffman officiating.
Burial will follow in the
Maplewood Cemetery at
Mayfield.
Friends may call at the
Roberts Funeral Home,




Final rites for Mrs. Mary S.
Singleton, retired school
teacher of the Hazel com-
munity, will be held Saturday
at eleven a. in. at the chapel of
the J. H. Churchill Funeral
Home with Bro. John Dale
officiating.
Nephews will serve as
pallbearers and burial will
follow in the Seay Cemetery at
Lynnville.
Visitation will be from three
to five p. in. and seven to nine
p. in. today iF'riday I at the
funeral home.
Mrs. Singleton died at the
age of 95 on Wednesday at the
Elizabethan Nursing Home at
Elizabethtown. She was the
daughter of the late William
Scherffius and Naomi Howard
Scherffius.




Mayfield; one sister, Mrs.
Eunice Crawford; sister-in-
law, Mrs. Hattie Scherffius,
Murray; two brothers, Fred
Scherffius, Tulsa, Okla., and
Ed Scherffius, Oregon.
Graveside Rites
For A. C. Morton
Rites for A. C. Moiion of
Pasadena, California, will be
held at the gravesite at the
Spring Creek Baptist Church
Cemetery, north of Penny, on
Saturday: at 4:30 p. m. with the
Rev. Tom Powell officiating.
The Max Churchill Funeral
Home will be in charge of the
arrangements, but there will
be no visitation here. Funeral
services were held in
Pasadena on Tuesday.
Mr. Morton, age 67, died last
Saturday morning at a
hospital at Pasadena, Calif.,
where he resided and was a
member of a Baptist Church.
He was married to the
former Lorene Crouse, who
survives, and who is the sister
of Mrs. Novella Chambers and
Jesse Crouse of Murray Route
Two.
Survivors include his wife,
Lorene, his mother, Mrs.
Sabra Hubbs Morton, and
three sisters, Mrs. Louise
Payette, Mrs. Sadie Dunlap.,





Revival services will con-
tinue at the Sinking Spring
Baptist Church with periods of
worship at 7:30 p.m. tonight'
Friday), at two p.m. and 7:30
p.m. on Saturday, and at
eleven a.m. on Sunday with
the Rev. Don Farmer of Mid-
Continent Baptist Bible
College, Mayfield. as the
evangelist.
At the closing service of the
revival on Sunday morning
the Adult Choir, directed by
Tommy Scott with Mrs. Scott
at the piano and Mrs. Jim
Neale at the organ, will sing
He Touched Me." Mrs. Eddie
Outland will play the violin,
and Renee Boyd will sing a
solo, "I Wish You All Could
Know Him."
James Key will serve as
deacon of the week and will
assist in the morning service.
The church pastor, the Rev.
Lawson Williamson, will
speak at the 7:15 p.m. services
on Sunday. The youth will
meet at six p.m. for choir
practice and will sing in the
evening service.
Sunday School will be at ten
a.m., Church Training and
Deacons meeting at 6:30 p.m.
and youth fellowship for
grades seven through college
at the close of the evening,
service.
Volunteer nursery workers
will be Mike and Denecia
Lovins and Linda Cooper.




LARGE VOLUME- LOW PROFIT
"Service Built Our Business'
IT WILL PAY YOU TO SEE US ON A
NEW OR USED CAR
Stephens Rules Against
State Auditor Atkins
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
State Atty. Gen. Robert
Stephens says the state
auditor does not have the
power to subpoena plans for a
new state library building
from private developers.
Stephens informed Auditor
George Atkins by letter, but
not in a formal opinion, that
the auditor's powers do not
'extend to production of
documents by a non-state
official.
Atkins said Thursday night
that he would take the issue to
court if the developers of the
building do not produce the
construction plans
voluntarily.
Atkins' office had issued a
subpoena earlier this month
for Dr. J. Doug :Sutterlin of
Frankfort, an incorporator of
B.T.J. Inc., to produce the
firm's records on the library
project.
The lease has been a subject
of controversy since it was
revealed that it contained a
section in which the state
promised to purchase the
building for some $3.4 million
if the agreement was
cancelled before 1980.
Adding to the controversy is
that some of B.T.J.'s
principals are considered
close political associates of
Gov. Julian Carroll.
Atkins said he will ask
Stephens for a formal opinion
and, if the result is the same,
will seek voluntary production
of the documents.
We will talk with the
principals in the corporation
and see if we can gain this
information without having to
go any further," Atkins said.
"If that's not satisfactory,"
Atkins added, "then we'll go to
court."
Atkins based his contention
that his office had the right to
subpoena the records on a




Murray Lodge No. 105 Free
and Accepted Masons will
hold its regular meeting on
Monday, August 1, at 7:30
p.m. at the lodge hall, located
on the Coldwater road at the
intersection of Johnny
Robertson Road;
Work will be in the
Fellowcraft degree and all




The Bell City Church of
Christ, located at Bell City
near the intersection of High-
way 94 and 137, will hold a
series of Bible lessons star-
ting Sunday, July 31, and
continuing through Saturday.
August 6.
Bro. Ed Davis of the New
Concord Church of Christ will
be the speaker for the services
at 7:45 each evening. A basket
dinner will be served Sunday
following the morning worship
services.
STOCK MARKET
Prices of stock of local interest at noon
EDT. today, furnished to the Ledger &
Times by First of Michigan. Corp. of
Murray, are as follows:
Heublein Inc 22 k• Ai
Mc Donidds Corp. 4714 -%
Ponderosa Systems 
Kimberly Clark  43% -84
Union Carbide 4714 AI
W. R. Grace 29 unc
Texato   29% unc
General Elec. ... 54,. Al,
GAF Corp  1114unc
Georgia Pacific .   223% unc
Pfizer 26% -i- ‘4




Prices of stocks of local interest at
noon today furnished to the Ledger &
Times by I. M. Simon Co. are as follows.
hiclus. Av.  -2.25
Airco 
Am. Motors 4 -%
Ashland 011 31% -Vs
AT&T 62% onc
Ford Motor 44% -kii
Gen. Dynamics arit unc
Gen Motors 60% +Bs
Gen Tire X% -4
Goodrich 8431 UDC
Gaff Oil a -%
Pennwalt 34% -%
Quaker Oats 21% +Ls
Republic Steel 24% -'4
Singer Mfg. 2414 -%
Tappan 10 -%
Western Union 19 -%
Zenith Radio .. ... . . ........ 21% -%
IMPROVEMENT CLUB
The Douglas Civic Im-
provement Club will meet at
the Community it enter on
North Second Street, Murray,








-The auditor may require
information on oath from any
person touching any matters
relative to any account that
the auditor is required to. . .
audit .. .
"The auditor . . . may issue
process and compel the
attendance of witnesses . . .
and compel witnesses to
testify in any . . . (such)
investigations."
"We do not think that these
two sections (of law) would
permit your office to lawfully
subpoena the construction
plans or the documents. . . in
Dr. Suterlin's or any other
private individual's
possession," Stephens said in
his letter.
Atkins said that he believes
the documents he seeks fall in
the category of testimony
witnesses are required to give
to the auditor.
The Rev. Paul Douglass
will be the evangelist for the
rei,ival services to be held at
the Dexter-Hardin United
Methodist Church starting
Sunday, July 31, and con-
tinuing through Friday,
August 5. Services will be at
7:30 p. m each evening and
the public is invited to at-
tend, according to the chur-
ch pastor, the Rev. Steve
Shapard. Rev. Douglass is
minister of the First United
Methodist Church, Paris, Tn.
( THE nE-uJs--
in BRIEF 
By The Associated Press
NATIONAL
VALDEZ, Alaska ( AP) —
The first gush of "black gold"
arrived here from Alaska's
Prudhoe Bay oil field, ending
a journey that began nine
years ago with the discovery
of the oil, which took 38 days,
12 hours and 56 minutes to
travel through 800 miles of
pipeline. The oil arrived
Thursday at 11:02 p.m.
Alaskan time (4:02 a.m.
EDT).
KENT, Ohio (AP) — Sixty-
one demonstrators were
arrested early today as they
tried to reoccupy the Kent
State University hill near
which four students were
killed in a 1970 antiwar
protest. The demonstrators,
defying a court order, had
invaded a fence-enclosed
construction site on Blanket
Hill.
House Ready To. Start Work
On Carter's Energy Program
WASHINGTON (AP) — The
House of Representatives is
starting work on President
Carter's energy program,
which is arriving on the House
floor essentially as he outlined
it in his April 20 energy
message to Congress.
The House Rules Committee
cleared the bill for floor
debate Thursday night under
guidelines which could mean
numerous floor fights on
amendments challenging the
administration package.
The House begins a week of
scheduled debate on the
legislation today.
The House leadership
intends to continue debate
throughout next week, with
the aim of sending the bill to
the Senate by next Friday.
Major provisions of the
legislation include a tax on
cars which use fuel
inefficiently, a credit for
weatherizing homes,-a tax on
crude oil to force
conservation, continued
federal price controls on
natural gas, but at a higher
level than is now the case, and
a major overhaul of electric
utility rates.
In addition, a special House
energy committee, which
reviewed the legislation but
had no authority to change
work done by other panels,
recommended a doubling of




views while the legislation
was being drafted, are
planning to seek approval for
their own energy legislation.
In addition, a tough floor
fight is expected over a
controversial proposal to
continue federal price controls
on natural gas.
The legislation calls for
allowing the price of new gas
to rise to $1.75 per thousand
cubic feet, compared with the
present figure of $1.45 per
thousand cubic feet.
An alternative plan to
remove federal price controls
on the natural gas industry
has been prepared for debate
by Reps. Clarence Brown, R-
Ohio, and Bob Krueger,D-Tex.
Crude oil taxes were proposed
by Carter to bring U.S. prices
in line with world prices to
encourage conservation. The
effect of the tax would be to
- add roughly five cents to the
price of each gallon of gas.
Carter's plan -calls for
giving some of the money
back to consumers as rebates
on their fuel oil bills and
earmarking the rest as credits
on next year's taxes.
A floor fight is expected on,
an alternative proposal by
Rep. Joe Waggonner, D-La.,
to use the revenues from the
crude oil tax to shore up the
rapidly depleting fund for
Social Security benefits.
Bandits Have Problem: How
To Spend 17 Tons Of Coins
PAItIS( AP) — Somewhere
today four bandits sit and
consider their loot — 17 tons of
shiny new coins, worth $3.54
million. They may know what
they're going to do with the
heavy haul, but to others it's a
mystery.
You can't buy a chateau, a
car or even a pair of crocodile
shoes with bags of change,"
the newspaper L'Aurore
reminded them in an open
letter. "And even if you go out
to celebrate your coup, the
owner of the smallest cafe will
start to suspect before you
drop the 10th coin on the bar."
"Please write to us and tell
us how on earth you are going
to get rid of it," the newspaper
suggested.
The gangsters hijacked a
semitrailer truck carrying the
coins as it left the Gare de
Lyon railroad station here
Thursday, headed for the
Quarterly Hymn Sing
Sunday, Elm Grove
The quarterly hymn singing
of the Blood Fiver Baptist
Association will be held
Sunday, July 31, at 1:30 p.m.
at...the Elm GrT,:e Baptist
Church, located on Highway
94 east of Murray.
- The public is invited to
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US 1-3 200-240 Ibis 
US 2-4240-260 be. 
US 3-4 260-200 Ilia 
Sows
US 1-2 770-350 Its 
US 1-3 300-500 Ibis 
US 1-3 500-650 lbs.
US 2-3 300-500 lbs
Boars 24.00-26 00
LIJ SO-34,00





Below dam 302.6 up 0 1
Barkley Lake, 7 a fi, 367.7
up 0.4.
Below dam 304.3.
Sunset g:07. Sunrise 5:59.
•
Paris headquarters of the
Bank of France. The coins
were in a container that had
been shipped by rail overnight
from a mint in southern
France.
Identical to thousands of
other containers on the
French rail system, it was
deliberately left unguarded so
it would not attract attention.
It was labeled "fabricated
metal" and, the bank said, it
was insured only for the value
of the metal in the coins, not
their monetary value, which is
higher.
The loot was largely in 10-
franc pieces, each worth about
$2. They were recently put into
circulation to replace notes





Baby Boy Dowdy (mother
Betty), Rt. 1 Box 86, Murray,
Baby Boy Key (mother Mary
Jane), 304 k Oakdale, Murray.
DISMISSALS
Mrs. Jeannie P. Kingins and
Baby Girl, Sycamore,
Murray, Mrs. Cynthia L.
Brewer and Baby Boy, Paris,
Tn., Mrs. Ramona P.
Thompson and Baby Boy, Box
347, New Johnsville, Tn.,
Simeon P. Hodges, Rt. 5,
London, Mrs. Mary S. Scott,
Rt. 2. Puryear, Tn., Claude F.
Vaughn, 905 Pogue, Murray,
Johnny B. Wyatt, New Con-
cord, Mrs. Valerie V. Smith,
502 S. 5th, Murray, Greg B.
Black, Rt. 1, Farmington, J.
Willard Duncan, Rt. 1, Dexter,
J. T. Bonner, Rt. 5, Box 446,
Murray, George H. McCreery,
Rt. 5, Murray, Tommy D.
Workman, Rt. 1, Box 175A,
Murray, Charles F. Mc-
Cuiston, 812 S. 4th, Murray,
Jerry R. Burkhart, Rt. 2,
Murray, Mrs. Tellie V.
Hughes, 1636 Farmer,
Murray, R. B. Stunson, 39
Riviera, Murray, Miss Angie
Patton, 114 Spruce, Murray,
Mrs. Cona 0. Halcomb, Rt. 5,
Murray, Mrs. Amanda Perry
(expired), Rt. 2, Dover, In.
and have proved unpopular
with the public because they
are smaller than coins of half
the value and are confusing in
a pocketful of change.
The driver, Jean Trottin, 51,
said he simply rolled his truck
intsthe Gare de Lyon freight
yard, the container was
loaded onto the rig in 15
minutes, and he drove out,
unarmed and alone.
The hijackers, who officials
said must have been following
a carefully devised plan based
on inside information, got an
unexpected break when
another truck stalled in front
of Trottin's rig.
The gang grabbed the two
drivers as they talked, drove
off with them and the truck
and released them 30 minutes
later. Meanwhile, one of the
bandits disappeared with the
truck into the traffic of Paris.
"They didn't hit me or
molest me," said Trottin.
'They were relaxed, whistling
in the car as they drove out to
the outskirts of town.
WASHINGTON
WASHINTON )AP) —
President Carter is giving in
to congressional pressure to
delay the sale of $1.5 billion in
radar air-defense technology




sale of the controversial
Airborne Warning and Control
System (AWACS), Carter
agreed to a month's delay, and




WASHINGTON (AP) — The
House of Representatives
begins a week of debate on
President Carter's energy
plan today, and the guidelines
for floor action could result in
floor fights over amendments.
Debate is expected to continue
through next week, with the
goal of sending the legislation
to the Senate by Friday.
WASHINGTON (AP) — The
60-page welfare reform
outline HEW Secretary
Joseph A. Califano Jr.
prepared for President Carter
is being discussed at the White
House, but apparently no
decisions have been made yet.
Although Carter ordered aides
to hold down the cost of a
welfare plan the first year, he
is hinting that the plan may
cost more in the future.
WASHINGTON (AP) — Do
pension plans for city and
state workers have to file with
the Internal Revenue Service
for tax-emempt status? The
IRS says yes, but there
appears to be no pattern to
whether the nation's 6,000
governmental pension plans
do file. As a result of
uncertainty over what the law




PARIS (AP) — Police led by
an anti-gangster brigade
searched today for the hideout
where four bandits have
stored 17 tons of new coins,
worth $3.54 million, stolen
when they hijacked a truck at
a Paris railroad station
Thursday.
••••••••.0.111..
Bro. Kenneth Hoover will
be the speaker at the gospel
meeting to be held at the
Union Grove Church of
Christ, located near Penny,
just off Highway 783, Penny-
Airport Road, starting Sun-
day, July 31, and continuing
through Saturday, August 6.
Services will be at 7:30 p. m.
each evening. Bro. Hoover is
minister of the University
Church of Christ, Murray.
Two More Claims
Filed Over Fire
COVINGTON, Ky. (AP) —
Suits in the Beverly Hills
supper club fire have
exceeded $731 million with the
addition of two more claims,
one in federal court and the
other in Campbell Circuit
Court.
A second class action suit
asking $200 million was filed
Thursday in U.S. District
Court on behalf of the estate of
Orville Coulter, Ironton, Ohio,
and all of the 164 patrons who
died as a result of the May 28
fire.
An $8 million suit was filed
in the state court on behalf of
Virginia Fitch, 61, Ashland,
Ky., another victim.
The class action suit in
federal court names the
Schilling family, operators of
the club, and a number of John
Does. Attorney Gene Mesh,
Cincinnati, said those
defendants will be named
later as manufacturers of
furnishings and firms who
installed them in the plush
supper club.
The suit asks the federal
court to throw out the
Commonwealth of Kentucky's
law protecting it against suit
for negligence.
The suits also named a
number of state and




Spruce-Up Interior Acrylic Flat Wall Paint makes old rooms look young
again' Covers beautifully, dries quickly, with no painty order. Paint a
room in the afternoon, entertain in it that evening Complements your
furnishings, retains its colorful beauty for years. Cleans up easily with
soap ana water spruce-Up. . . the most beautiful paint a little money can
buy '
Save $2.50
Regular $8.99 per gal.
NOW $6"
MURRAY' LUMBER COMPANY.






Come in and meet
the new owner!
July 29-July 30
(1.) King-2 Pound Sirloin For 2 People
(2) 8 oz. Rib Eye
(3) 11 oz. 1-Bone





Salad Bar. Choice of Potato loaf of bread with steaks
All the Catfish you can eat, with french fries, cole slaw,
white beans, sliced Bermuda onion and golden brown hush-
puppies $2"
a
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